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Executive summary of findings
Indicator Framework
•

•
•
•

We completed a literature review of 17 existing frameworks and grouped indicators that were within
the project scope (socio-economics of the catching sector) that were similar, creating 28 indicators
under 8 broad objectives.
The existing frameworks differed from each other in sometimes substantial ways, both in terms of the
purpose of their development and scope, but also the indicators that were deemed relevant.
The most common indicators of relevance to this project related to profits, economic efficiency, and
wages. The least common indicators related to affordable and/or nutritious food.
To assess EU fisheries against the indicators, 48 measures were generated for the indicators.

Socio-economic indicators
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Investigating socio-economic indicators and the correlations between them is a valuable way of
informing where improvements in different socio-economic objectives are needed.
Improving the performance in one area (indicator), in some cases, may support improvements in
other areas (indicators).
We found low correlation exists between economic and social indicators suggesting that trying to only
attain high economic performance will not necessarily result in good social outcomes and vice-versa.
“Better” performing fleets appear to show trade-offs between indicators (i.e. they may perform well in
some, yet badly in others).
Lower performing fleet segments generally show low average percentile values for most indicators.
(e.g. valued output in the Mediterranean & Black Sea is high in both the lower and upper halves but
crew wages are significantly lower).
The results imply that the distribution of opportunity does not necessarily enable the achievement of
higher performance.
Our results show there are strong correlations between investment in fleets and capacity levels.
(perhaps highlighted by the fact that input efficiency in the lower performing fleet segments is
particularly low which suggests that this may also be an issue related to investment).
Employment and crew welfare indicators are significantly lower in the lower performing fleet
segments.
Vessels with less fishing opportunities will not perform as well as vessels with more opportunity.
More vessels with fewer fishing opportunities will not perform as well as fewer vessels with more
opportunity across many of the indicators. (Judgements on how opportunities might be distributed
also need to be taken into consideration. While the indicator for opportunities for new entrants might
be expected to conflict with asset value, this was not found to be the case in the correlation analysis.)
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Profitability summary findings
•
•
•

•

There is a wide variance in profitability across Member States, gear types, and fleet segments,
making it difficult to describe the situation in general terms.
Profitability overall has increased between 2012 and 2018.
Profitability is consistently negative for many fleet segments. There is no definitive answer for this
surprising finding, but it is likely due to how financial data is being recorded (e.g. owner-operated
vessels, vertically integrated firms, etc.).
Profitability is higher than many other industries including fish processing and aquaculture. This may
be due to limits in licensing and lower fuel prices in recent years.

Fairness findings
•

•

•

On fairness between business and society, there is a large flow of public subsidies to the fishing
industry. One of the largest and most damaging subsidies is the fuel tax exemption. It is
disproportionately received by bottom trawling gears that use the most fuel relative to the value of
their catch.
On fairness between fishing businesses, while full knowledge of the distribution of fishing
opportunities is unavailable, the existing evidence indicates high levels of concentration in most
Member States.
On fairness within fishing businesses, an increasing share of the financial returns to fishing are
distributed as profits to vessel owners rather than to crew as wages.

Compliance findings
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

There is a clear hierarchy among EU Member States regarding their performance in terms of
infringements recorded during vessel inspections. In 2018, the 3 worst offenders are Italy, Portugal
and Spain. The top 3 performing Member States were Ireland, Lithuania, and the UK.
It is not possible to compare compliance based on vessel length and / or gear type due to the lack of
vessel length and gear type data fields in the EFCA data.
There are many more infringements per number of inspections in the Mediterranean than the North
Sea, the Baltic Sea, Western Waters and the North Atlantic.
The compliance performance of a Member State is similar across the regions in which it operates.
There has been a decline in the total number of infringements per inspection over time which
indicates improved compliance performance across the EU fleets. In general, there has also been a
decline per Member State (exceptions are Portugal, Malta and Finland).
The number of inspections across the EU has increased between 2013 and 2018.
Most infringements are caused by failures to report catch and then by the use of prohibited gear.
As of 2020, there are 20 EU-built vessels listed on the combined IUU register. Spain owns half of
these vessels.
Half of the infringements listed on the IUU list for EU vessels pertain to the use of towed bottom gears
operating in protected or restricted areas.
The flag state of most of the EU vessels listed on the IUU register are recorded as ‘unknown’.
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Employment findings
•
•
•

•

•

Capture fisheries employment is relatively concentrated. A comparatively small number of member
states account for the majority of employment at both the EU level and by major fishing region.
Most capture fisheries employment is associated with vessels of less than 12 meters in length,
especially in the Mediterranean and Black Sea region.
While vessels of less than 12 meters in length employ the largest numbers of fishers, the employment
they provide also tends to be the most part-time in nature. This is especially pronounced in the
smallest vessel categories, i.e., those less than 6 meters in length in the Mediterranean and Black
Sea and less than 10 meters in length in the North Atlantic.
While total employment in capture fisheries continues to decrease at the EU level, increases have
occurred in some member states. Between 2012 and 2018, this was most notable for polyvalent and
passive gear vessels of less than 12 meters in Croatia.
The age distribution of crew varies by member state but is in general skewed towards older
individuals. The Mediterranean and Black Sea region has the highest proportion of fishers that are 40
years old or older.

Remuneration findings
•

•

•

•

•

Much like results for profitability, there is a high degree of variance around how average Full Time
Equivalent (FTE) wages perform with respect to national minimum wage - across Member States,
gear types, and fleet segments. This makes it difficult to succinctly summarise the situation in general
terms.
At the member state level, relative wages between 2012 and 2018 were generally lowest and
overwhelmingly below the minimum wage for fleets in a group of member states from south eastern
Europe operating vessels in only the Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea region (MBS).
Average FTE wages are typically below the national minimum on smaller vessels, the segments that
account for most employment in EU capture fisheries. This is especially the case for employment
aboard vessels less than 12 meters in length in the Mediterranean and Black Sea and vessels less
than 10 meters in length in the North Atlantic.
It cannot be assumed that profitable fisheries mean well paid crew. Observations indicate wage
performance is positively correlated with profitability but also the extent to which these are shared
with crew (fairness within businesses).
The proportion of employment in fisheries where average FTE wages are below the national
minimum wage has fallen steadily over time in the North Atlantic Ocean but remained relatively high
and stable in the Mediterranean and Black Sea. Average crew earnings, i.e. the money fishers are
actually paid (on average), in the North Atlantic followed this trend but to a lesser extent, due to a
concurrent increase in the part-time nature of employment and the potential failure to pass increases
in profitability on to crew.
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Introduction
Background
European and national fisheries policies aim to ensure the sustainable exploitation of fish resources and
to ensure the economic and social sustainability of fishing activities in the medium to long term (Common
Fisheries Policy Art. 2 of Regulation [EU] No. 1380/2013). WWF, among others, wishes to ensure
legislative consistency between measures to conserve marine biological resources and a high degree of
socio-economics performance. Protecting and restoring nature cannot be separate from the benefit of
people and the planet because more resilient ecosystems generally also deliver better opportunities for
sustainable livelihoods.
To date, despite consistent drives to improve the socio-economic performance of European fisheries, the
transition to sustainable fishing alongside quality livelihoods and economic efficiency in fishery operations
remains low. As such, access to marine resources in some fisheries is not conditional on the impact of
fishing activities. There is also no consensus or harmonized framework across EU member states to
ensure fair access or ways to assess progress towards it. This undermines economic incentives to move
towards low impact fisheries and sustainable livelihoods for fishers. The changing number of vessels in
the EU is a clear proxy of dramatic socio-economic transition and continuing with “business as usual”
scenarios without the correct socio-economic evaluations will perpetuate already negative impacts of
certain fisheries on the viability of the most vulnerable coastal communities and most fragile fish stocks.
Reduced yields, poor profitability and a highly uncertain future in some fisheries may offer a window of
socio-economic opportunity to restructure the EU fishing fleet. This idea is particularly pertinent when we
consider the evolution of the EU fleet which saw rapid growth between the 1950s and early 1970s (Figure
1). This growth has since been in decline, with a large acceleration between 1975 and the late 1980s and
between the early 2000s and today. The current capacity of EU fleet (in terms of vessel numbers
irrespective of gear type) is at a similar level to the late 1940s whilst the overall engine power of the fleet
has increased significantly. Opportunities to improve the efficiency of the EU fleet will likely come hand-inhand with decreasing fleet capacity, while sustaining and possibly increasing income for more prosperous
coastal fisheries.
Relevant issues within the CFP that have previously been identified include:
-

Fair socio-economic conditions largely address the impact of fishing on the environment, the
history of compliance, the contribution to the local economy and historic catch levels. Member
States are responsible for allocating fishing opportunities and for providing incentives for fishing
vessels to deploy selective fishing gear or to use fishing techniques with reduced environmental
impacts, such as reduced energy consumption or habitat damage (article 17). This objective is
still not fully implemented and mechanisms, including financing instruments such as the EMFF,
could likely be better targeted to help the development of low impact fisheries, securing better
access to marine resources (e.g. increased share of quotas, etc.) and the European market in
general.
3

-

The need to ensure that seafood products entering the EU market after being caught outside EU
waters are not subject to any human rights abuses and are fished in a sustainable manner. This
reinforces sustainable efforts and best practices of the EU fleet operators, keeping them
competitive and sustaining their livelihoods. Increased transparency and traceability of seafood
products is needed to ensure a level playing field with foreign fishing vessels exporting to the EU
market.

Figure 1. Bar chart showing the number of EU vessels (active in the EU register) per year colored by
gear type. Note: the gear types listed are a simplified, grouped version of the full listing in the fleet
register (e.g. gill nets et al. include fyke nets, trammel nets etc). Data source: EU Fleet Register.

---------------------------------
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Aims
In the context of the evaluation and the revision of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) beginning in 2021,
this study aims to provide guidance to EU policy makers on how to establish a level playing field within
the EU fleet through a socio-economic lens. In this framework, this paper took a step-by-step approach:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Review of peer-review and EU policy literature to highlight shortcomings previously noted
related to the collection and integration of socio-economic data into the CFP and the most
pertinent socio-economic-related issues faced by EU fishers today.
Design of a suite of indicators largely based on the socio-economic data collected by the
STECF (Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries) that can be used to
understand which fleets (by Member State, Gear Tech and Vessel Length) under perform.
Evaluation of socio-economic indicators that relate to one another and can potentially be
used to leverage change in the most efficient and practicable way.
Analysis of the socio-economic themes of profitability, fairness, compliance, and employment
and remuneration in the EU fleet.
Highlighting key data gaps in socio-economic data collected by the EU.
Development of a digestible set of recommendations based on the above.

---------------------------------
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Approach
Mixed Methods, Mixed Sources
This work uses both quantitative and qualitative methods to try and better understand the current
performance of the EU fleet regarding socio-economic issues. It relies on several different data sources
that include (but are not limited to) the following:
-

Peer review literature pertaining to socio-economic studies of the EU’s fishing fleet;
EU policy literature largely taken from EUR-Lex;
Socio-economic data collated in STECF annual reports (largely 2012-2018) – 2018 is the most
recent data compilation;
Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS), vessel inspections and compliance data from the
European Fisheries Control Agency (EFCA) annual reports;
Data from the EU Vessel register on the number of active EU vessels in the EU fleet and their
registration information;
Combined IUU vessel listing from RFMO data collated by Trygg Mat Tracking (TMT).

Figure 2 shows the approximate structure of the methods used to construct this report.
Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of the proposed approach from knowledge building to final
recommendations. Blue boxes represent quantitative, data-driven approaches, orange boxes the
qualitative background information used to contextualise the project and the green boxes represent the
practical outputs for WWF and their future communications with the EU.
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Literature review methods
To ensure a comprehensive review of the peer review literature related to the main themes of this work,
we first started with a structured list of keyword search terms defined by the different themes and
indicators of interest (Table 1). Following the compilation of these search terms, we used Google Scholar
to uncover the most relevant scientific literature pertaining to the EU fleet’s socio-economic performance.
Google scholar which indexes the full text of scholarly literature across an array of publishing formats.
Google Scholar was chosen over Web of Science and Scopus as it gives a higher number of results per
general search term (on average), covers non-ISI listed journals (wider search base), and gives lower
citation noise [lower citation variation (85% unique entries compared with ISI’s 60%)] (Belew 2005; Pauly
and Stergiou 2005; Meho and Yang 2007; Harzing and Van der Wal 2008).
For each search term combination for the peer review literature and policy literature searches we
reviewed the first 20 items listed. This means a total of 160 peer review articles were reviewed. Of those
160, the most relevant to this project were extracted and meta-data (Title, location of study, description of
study, aims of the study, socioeconomic results from the study, general thoughts / comments, hyperlink to
the article) from each were recorded in a separate literature database (See Database 1 and 2). For each
search term combination for the EU policy literature search although we reviewed the first 20 items listed
many of the policy items had broken links in the EUR-Lex database. For such cases, Google was used to
find the relevant policy material. The 2 databases created using the above methodology help
contextualise much of this work and highlight ways forward when designing the framework described
herein.

Table 1. Keyword search terms to uncover relevant peer review and policy literature published between
2015 and today.
Search terms used for review of scientific
literature

Search terms used for review of policy
literature

fisheries, socioeconomic, EU legislation

fisheries, community well-being, Europe

fisheries health, safety legislation

fisheries, competitiveness, Europe, social

fisheries policy, socioeconomic, EU legislation

fisheries, crew benefits, Europe

fisheries, community wellbeing, Europe

fisheries, discards, Europe, social

fisheries, crew benefits, Europe

fisheries, stock sustainability, Europe, social

fisheries, labour organisations, Europe

fisheries, labour organisation, Europe

fisheries, livelihoods, Europe

fisheries, livelihoods, Europe

fisheries, safety, Europe

fisheries, livelihoods, Europe

fisheries, socioeconomic

fisheries, salaries, Europe
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fisheries, socioeconomics, Europe

fisheries, socioeconomic, Europe

fisheries, working conditions

fisheries, value for money, Europe

fisheries, working conditions, health & safety

fisheries, subsidies, Europe, social

Fishery Performance Framework
Purpose
To assess the socio-economic performance of EU fisheries a formalised framework of socio-economic
indicators was developed and applied. Using a formalised framework in this manner was considered the
most systematic approach to capture the different aspects of socio-economic performance and the safest
way to ensure harmonised assessment across Member States and fisheries. A formalised framework also
has the benefits that it can easily be audited by others and updated as new data becomes available.
Scope
As the scope of this project surrounds the socio-economic aspects of fisheries, the indicator framework
developed covers the social and economic domains and the overlap between them. The environmental
domain and the governance domain were excluded despite their inclusion in other assessment
frameworks. While these domains are not directly analysed it is possible that issues in these domains can
cause poor socio-economic performance (analysed as an outcome). The scope of the framework used
herein was also limited to the catching sector and thus post-harvest performance was excluded. Where
there was ambiguity between the governance domain and socio-economic domain or between the
catching sector and post-harvest, the deciding question was whether the catching sector (rather than a
government or a processing facility) was the main actor with agency to influence the outcomes of the
framework.

Structure and terminology
The structure of the framework consists of three levels:
1. objectives that form the basic value judgments of what a successful fishery from a socioeconomic perspective includes;
2. indicators that evaluate the objectives and capture their many distinct components; and
3. measures that define the indicators in precise terms.
The definitions of objectives, indicators, and measures vary across fishery performance frameworks and
thus inevitably the definitions used here do not align with all other frameworks.
Literature review of existing frameworks
In total, socio-economic indicators from 18 fishery performance frameworks were reviewed. Where
applicable to the project scope, the indicators were recorded and grouped across frameworks wherever
there was a high degree of similarity (e.g. income, earnings, revenue).

Several broad conclusions emerged from this recording exercise. Many of the differences between the
frameworks can be explained by the different purpose for which the studies were developed. While some
studies sought to understand what society should provide fisheries to further their success (e.g. the
Fishery Performance Indicators), other studies focused on the contribution that fisheries make to society
(e.g. IndiSeas), while others developed frameworks in response to a particular policy that required
8

assessment of good socio-economic performance, such as quota allocation (e.g. Blomeyer et al., 2015;
Williams & Carpenter, 2016).
Most of the frameworks selected indicators that could be measured within the study. It is unclear if this
reflects success in measurement or if indicators were excluded that could not be measured and removed
from the framework altogether or if measurement was first considered and the framework development
consisted of working backwards to define the indicators aligned with what could be measured.
Another key difference between studies was whether the unit of analysis was an individual fishery (e.g.
Fishery Performance Indicators), the whole fishing sector (IndiSeas), or something wider like fishing
communities (e.g. Jacob et al., 2012). Additionally, whereas some studies were developed through a
case studies (e.g. Williams & Carpenter, 2016), others were applied across a large number of cases (e.g.
Fishery Performance Indicators; IndiSeas), and some untested at all (e.g. Blomeyer et al., 2015;
SOCIOEC project). Given this spread in how and why frameworks were developed, it is unsurprising that
the frameworks do not align in their scope and chosen indicators.

Study framework development
Many of the indicators used in other performance frameworks were determined to be outside the scope of
this study. These exclude indicators related to environmental indicators, governance indicators, effort and
landings, post-harvest operations, industry access to support services, fisheries relative economic
contribution, indicators specific to the allocation of fishing opportunities, or animal welfare. The line
between these divisions is often blurred (e.g. discarding was not included as it was classified as primarily
within the environmental domain but could equally be considered as an aspect of input efficiency, fairness
between businesses was included but could equally be considered as primarily within the governance
domain).
After this exclusion, 28 indicators remained that were sourced from one or more of the existing
performance frameworks. Two indicators were added to supplement the literature review: an indicator on
training as there can be an important non-financial benefit to work and an indicator on affordable food as
higher prices have a detrimental effect on consumers.
In total 541 indicators were categorised from the existing frameworks. The most common indicators
related to profits, economic efficiency, and worker welfare. The least common indicators related to food
production (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Number of indicators per framework reviewed in the evaluation of primary frameworks.

These indicators were then grouped under eight objectives. The objectives are based on fundamental
values and as such can be added or removed from the framework depending on whether the values are
deemed appropriate. Unlike the development of indicators which is predominantly a technical exercise,
the choice of objectives is outside of the technical domain. The value-based nature of objectives also
implies that they cannot be directly compared during assessment (i.e. after scoring indicators either
summing or averaging the all the scores).
As a final step of the framework development, the indicators were defined using a total of 47 measures
(Table 2). These measures indicate scale, threshold, and direction of good performance. In most cases
relative measures were developed to allow for comparison between fisheries regardless of their size (e.g.
profit margin rather than total profits, infringements per inspection rather than total infringements).
Descriptions for how the measures were selected for the indicators are recorded in worksheets C and D
of the Technical method database.
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Table 2. Objectives, indicators, and measures used in the study framework.

Objectiv
e

Supports
complianc
e

Supports
economic
efficiency

Indicator

Measure

Rule
following

1. Identification of illegal behaviour
by enforcement services (number of
infringements/number of
inspections)

Yes

1. EFCA, 20122019

Transparenc
y

1. Qualitative evaluation (selfmonitoring, business
rules/contracts, disclosure)

No

1. [not
assessed]

Valued
output

1. Average price of landings by a
fleet segment's top species /
average price of landings within the
member state

Yes

1. STECF, 2020

Yes

1. 2. STECF,
2020

Input
efficiency

Supports
economic
value

Supports
fairness

Assesse
d

1. Labour cost / landed value
2. Energy (fuel) cost / landed value

Source

Asset value

1. Vessel asset value / gross
revenue

Yes

1. STECF, 2020

Value added

1. Gross value added / gross
revenue

Yes

1. STECF, 2020

Fairness
between
business and
society

Fairness
within
businesses

1. Management cost / management
cost contribution
2. Fuel tax concession / gross value
added

1. [not
assessed]
Yes

3. Fleet direct subsidies / gross
value added

1. Ratio of fleet crew wages to
gross profit
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Yes

2. 3. STECF,
2020; Borello et
al., 2013

1. STECF, 2020

Fairness
between
businesses

1. Gini coefficient of quota
distribution (within a fleet segment)
2. Gini coefficient of income within a
fleet

No

1. 2. [not
assessed]

Financial risk

1. Fleet rate of return on fixed
tangible assets

Yes

1. STECF, 2020

Profitability

1. Net profit / revenue

Yes

1. STECF, 2020

Yes

1. 2. STECF,
2020

Supports
business
Long-term
certainty

1. Standard deviation of average
fleet vessel real prices per kg per
year for the top three species
2. Standard deviation of fleet
earnings
1. Personnel costs / number of crew

Crew
earnings

Crew wages

1. STECF, 2020

3. Ratio of 1 to MS minimum wage

2. 3. STECF,
2020; Eurostat,
2020

1. Personnel costs / FTE

1. STECF, 2020

2. Ratio of 1 to MS median wage

2. Ratio of 1 to MS median wage

Yes

Yes

3. Ratio of 1 to MS minimum wage
Supports
workers

2. 3. STECF,
2020; Eurostat,
2020

1. sentiment analysis
A respected
occupation

2. surveys of desired professions
(e.g. children)

No

1. 2. 3. [not
assessed]

3. media coverage/sympathy

Retention of
workers

1. Standard deviation of number of
crew per vessel (as many years in
the dataset as exist)
2. Average age of worker
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1. STECF, 2020
Yes

2. [not
assessed]

Wage &
earnings
certainty

1. Standard deviation of average
fleet crew earnings (e.g. over 5
years)
2. Standard deviation of average
fleet crew wage (e.g. over 5 years)

Yes

3. Trip-level standard deviation (or
minimum?)

Safety

1. Number of incidents per gear /
number of days using main gear
(i.e. likelihood of incident per trip)

Yes

1. Average crew hours per day
fished
Worker
welfare

2. Working conditions (and off shift)

3. [not
assessed]

1. European
Maritime Safety
Agency, 2018;
STECF, 2020

1. STECF, 200
Yes

3. Worker agency/input to decisionmaking

2. 3. [not
assessed]

Employment

1. Change in number of fishers
employed

Yes

1. STECF, 2020

Training

1. Ratio of number of (non-basic)
trainings completed/Number of crew

No

1. [not
assessed]

Local
economic
contribution
Supports
local
communit
y

1. 2. STECF,
2020

1. Proportion of workers that reside
locally
2. Proportion of income that
circulates locally

Yes

1. MRAG et al.,
2016; STECF,
2020
2. [not
assessed]

Contributes
to and
protects local
culture

1. Survey on the contribution of
fishing to identity, well-being, other
sectors (e.g. tourism)

No

1. [not
assessed]

Underrepres
ented groups

1. Employment of defined,
underrepresented groups in society

No

1. [not
assessed]
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1. New registrations
Opportunities
for new
entrants

Affordable
food

Supports
wider
society

Healthy food

Support
science and
other
programmes

2. If number of vessels is increasing

No

1. 2. 3. [not
assessed]

Yes

1 .2. STECF,
2020; Eurostat,
2020

No

1. [not
assessed]

No

1. 2. [not
assessed]

3. Average age of fleet skippers
and crew
1. Ratio of average landings value
per kg to average consumer price of
fish per kg
2. Ratio of average landings value
per kg to average consumer price of
meat per kg

1. Nutrient contribution per kg

1. Survey of fishers on their
participation
2. Survey of relevant institutions on
fisher participation

Due to a lack of data and information available for the quantitative and / or qualitative assessment of
some of the measures and indicators, not all of the indicators / measures were completed. Despite this,
all eight objectives were assessed by at least one indicator. Note: Indicators for Training and Affordable
food did not appear in any of the frameworks we reviewed, although we felt them important enough to
warrant inclusion in the ‘ideal’ indicators list for this study.

---------------------------------
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Indicator percentile analysis
To compare the performance of fishing fleet segments for each indicator and at different levels of
aggregation, a percentile analysis was undertaken. Percentile values indicate where a fleet segment’s
measured outcome stands relative to the measured outcome of other fleet segments. For example, if a
th
fleet segment is in the 80 percentile then it is in the top 20% of fleet segments for that indicator (i.e. 80%
of fleet segments are lower).
In this analysis, each fleet segment is allocated a percentile for each measure for a specific year. The
direction (positive versus negative) of different measures is taken into account to ensure that the same
interpretation across measures is maintained. For example, one measure might be better if lower values
are achieved and another might be better with higher values. If there is more than one measure per
indicator, then the percentiles are averaged for measures under an indicator to provide an overall
indicator percentile.

Different aggregated results are available for analysis:
●
●
●
●

the lowest fleet segment level, by member state, supra region (e.g. Mediterranean & Black Sea or
North Atlantic), main gear used, vessel length group and fleet geographical indicator
the gear level, by member state, supra region (e.g. Mediterranean & Black Sea or North Atlantic),
main gear used, and fleet geographical indicator
the length level, by member state, supra region (e.g. Mediterranean & Black Sea or North
Atlantic), vessel length group and fleet geographical indicator
the country level by member state and supra region (e.g. Mediterranean & Black Sea or North
Atlantic)

Differences in data reporting between Member States means that some data may not be provided for
some fleet segments.

Correlations between percentile scores for indicators
A correlation analysis was undertaken to understand if any indicators show similar trends across fleet
segments. This analysis used the Pearson correlation coefficient which represents the strength of
association between two variables that are measured on the same interval or ratio scale. The fleet
segment level has been used to analyse potential correlation at the lowest level of aggregation (the
highest resolution) available. A positive correlation coefficient indicates that two indicators increase (or
decrease) together, whereas a negative correlation coefficient indicates that as one indicator increases
the other decreases and vice versa. A correlation coefficient that is equal to 1 indicates perfect correlation
and one close to 0, indicates no or very weak correlation. A general interpretation of the correlation
coefficients can be found in Tableau software’s knowledge base (link) which provides the following
guidelines:
●
●

0 to 0.2 indicates no or very weak correlation,
0.2 to 0.4 indicates moderate correlation,
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●
●

0.4 to 0.7 indicates strong correlation and
0.7 to 1 indicates very strong correlation.

The results indicate that there is a very strong positive correlation between profitability and financial risk
(0.92) and crew earnings and crew wages (0.85). There is also a very strong negative correlation
between affordable food and valued output (-0.87). All coefficients are presented in Table 3 with darker
green indicating strong positive correlation and darker red indicating strong negative correlation. Rerunning the same correlation analysis at alternative aggregated data views produces similar results. We
therefore only present the results at the fleet segment level.
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Table 3. Correlation analysis based on indicator percentiles at the fleet segment level in 2018. Green = positive correlation, red = negative correlation. The
darkness of the colour corresponds to the value of the Pearson correlation (higher values have darker colours). Yellows and oranges are generally weak to
no correlation. (Interpretations of the ”stronger” correlations are presented in Table 4).
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Table 4. The “strong” correlations between indicators with Pearson correlation coefficients of >0.5,
simplifications of relationships and potential hypothetical reasons why such relationships may exist.
Indicator 1

Indicator 2

Pearson
correlation

Valued output
(Average price of
landings by a fleet
segment's top species /
average price of
landings within the
member state)

Affordable food
(Ratio of average
landings value per kg
to average consumer
price of fish per kg)

-0.87

There is an inherent tension
between these indicators as more
expensive fish inevitably means less
affordable food.

Value added (Gross
value added / gross
revenue)

Financial security
(Fleet rate of return on
fixed tangible assets)

0.63

Both value added and financial
security indicators measure the
returns to fishing. The former
deducts fishing costs and the latter
is in proportion to the value of
fishery assets.

Value added (Gross
value added / gross
revenue)

Profitability (Net
profit / revenue)

0.73

Both value added and profitability
measure the returns to fishing. The
former deducts fishing costs and the
latter deducts labour costs in
addition to fishing costs.

Crew earnings
(Measure 1: Personnel
costs / number of crew.
Ratio of 1 to member
state median wage.
Ratio of 1 to member
state minimum wage)

Wage & earnings
certainty (Standard
deviation of average
fleet crew earnings.
Standard deviation of
average fleet crew
wage)

-0.59

Crew earnings score higher in the
framework when they are high and
stable, however, a negative
correlation indicates a trade-off
where higher crew earnings have
less certainty (i.e. more crew
earnings = more variability in wages)
and vice versa.

Crew earnings
(Measure 1: Personnel
costs / number of crew.
Ratio of 1 to member
state median wage.
Ratio of 1 to member
state minimum wage)

Safety

-0.52

A negative correlation indicates that
higher crew earnings are observed
in the data with higher expected
numbers of incidents (i.e. there is an
earnings premium for unsafe
conditions) and vice versa. Mobile
fishing gears are reported to have
more safety incidents and are
generally higher earners.

(Number of incidents
per gear / number of
days using main gear)
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Simplification & potential
hypotheses

Crew earnings
(Measure 1: Personnel
costs / number of crew.
Ratio of 1 to member
state median wage.
Ratio of 1 to member
state minimum wage)

Worker welfare
(Average crew hours
per day fished)

0.60

A positive correlation indicates that
higher earnings and higher worker
welfare are observed together in the
fleet segment performance.

Worker welfare
(Average crew hours
per day fished)

Local economic
contribution

-0.50

. A negative correlation indicates
that shorter working hours are
observed in the data with lower
numbers of local workers (i.e. higher
worker welfare = fewer local workers
and more foreign labour) and vice
versa. The proportion of local
workers is only available at the
Member State level implying that the
correlation between shorter hours
and may not hold within a Member
State’s fishing fleet.

(Proportion of workers
who reside locally)

Although the table above highlights where correlations between indicators do exist, it is also interesting to
note where one would expect correlations to exist, but they do not. For example:
-

The correlation between input efficiency and crew earnings is weak and the correlation between
input efficiency and employment is non-existent.
The correlation between asset value and opportunities for new entrants is non-existent.

Cluster analysis of percentile scores for indicators
A cluster analysis was undertaken to assign fleet segments to groups based on their percentile indicator
scores. The aim of the cluster analysis is to find fleet segments that consistently score in similar patterns.
For example, it might be evident in the data that Mediterranean fleets show similar levels of value added
(e.g. average price of top species of a fleet compared to the average across all fleets in the Member
State) but these levels are consistently different to North Atlantic fleets. In this simple case,
Mediterranean fleets would form a different cluster to North Atlantic fleets. This enables trends in
indicators to be investigated with reference to countries, supra regions, gears and/or vessel lengths.
In the following analysis, three clusters were identified. Technically a k-means cluster analysis was
undertaken in R that considered different numbers of (k) clusters, with k=3 presented. This analysis was
conducted at the fleet segment and member state level. For each cluster, the observations closest to the
“centre” (or mean position) of that cluster are assigned with that centre position defined by the mean
percentile score of the observations and shown in Table 5. . There are 31 percentile scores in the
aggregated country data and 397 percentile scores in the fleet segment level data, so there are some
clear differences in the data that are drawn out (e,g. affordable food in the respective cluster 1).
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Table 5. Results of the k-means cluster analysis at the country and fleet levels in 2018
Country level analysis

Fleet segment analysis

1

2

3

1

2

3

Rule following

0.474

0.560

0.422

0.416

0.514

0.635

Valued output

0.731

0.485

0.440

0.507

0.477

0.517

Input efficiency

0.474

0.535

0.466

0.561

0.464

0.425

Asset value

0.572

0.685

0.260

0.494

0.601

0.369

Value added

0.826

0.440

0.478

0.706

0.502

0.225

Vessel society fairness

0.481

0.535

0.546

0.588

0.566

0.503

On vessel fairness

0.253

0.677

0.415

0.432

0.681

0.379

Financial risk

0.750

0.581

0.179

0.850

0.669

0.156

Profitability

0.833

0.506

0.385

0.729

0.521

0.158

Long term certainty

0.391

0.547

0.612

0.558

0.479

0.630

Crew earnings

0.268

0.721

0.348

0.375

0.746

0.357

Crew wages

0.228

0.712

0.379

0.406

0.730

0.345

Retention of workers

0.639

0.542

0.426

0.526

0.475

0.637

Wage certainty

0.769

0.302

0.605

0.667

0.282

0.692

-

-

-

0.566

0.422

0.590

Worker welfare

0.113

0.588

0.523

0.266

0.533

0.308

Employment

0.481

0.529

0.534

0.444

0.460

0.396

Local economic contribution

0.718

0.258

0.715

0.658

0.321

0.621

Opportunities for new
entrants

0.337

0.514

0.613

0.462

0.449

0.440

Affordable food

0.251

0.533

0.591

0.517

0.543

0.564

Safety

Key: green = high percentile >0.65; orange = low percentile <0.35
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Descriptions of the clusters are presented below identifying those indicators that show particularly high or
low mean percentile values.

Cluster 1: High outcomes for business, but not for workers
HIGH value added, financial risk, profitability, wage certainty, local economic contribution
LOW crew earnings, worker welfare
Cluster 2: High, fluctuating outcomes for workers
HIGH asset value, on vessel fairness, crew earnings & wages
LOW wage certainty, local economic contribution
Cluster 3: Consistent, low financial performance
HIGH long-term certainty, wage certainty, local economic contribution
LOW asset value, financial risk, profitability, crew earnings & wages

The information above can be summarised broadly as the following:
Cluster

“Profitability”

“Crew Welfare”

1

HIGHER

LOWER

2

MEDIUM

HIGHER

3

LOWER

LOWER

Figure 4 shows the two indicators, profitability and crew earnings compared (using fleet segments
operating mostly in the Mediterranean & Black Sea and the North Atlantic). Figure 4 shows that the
Mediterranean & Black Sea have more scores in the lowest two quadrants (more aligned to cluster 1) and
the North Atlantic shows more scores in the top two quadrants (more aligned to cluster 2). As all
percentile scores are created across all supra regions the two charts (left and right) are directly
comparable.
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Figure 4. Number of percentile scores in each quadrant by supra region in 2018

A summary of the scores by Mediterranean & Black Sea and the North Atlantic by simple high/low
distinction is presented in Figure 5. The blue bar is the count of percentile scores <0.5 (i.e. scores below
th
th
the 50 percentile) and the orange bar is the count of percentile scores >=0.5 (i.e. scores above the 50
percentile).
Figure 5. Numbers of percentile scores <0.5 and >=0.5 by supra region and indicator in 2018.
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Based on the country aggregated data, Table 6 shows the member states that are allocated to each
cluster by supra region in 2018. There is consistency in the allocation for France and Spain for
Mediterranean & Black Sea and North Atlantic in Cluster 2, but Portugal is split between Cluster 1 and
Cluster 3. It is interesting that Finland and Sweden are allocated to Cluster 3 which have percentiles of
low profitability and low crew earnings. For these two countries the aggregated results are driven by the
smaller vessel length fleet segments (i.e. <12m), the larger fleets in both cases (i.e. >18m) follow a cluster
2 allocation.

Table 6. Member states allocated to each cluster by supra region in 2018.
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

(High fluctuating
outcomes for workers)

(Consistent, low
financial performance)

Bulgaria

France

Cyprus

Greece*

Spain

Croatia

(High outcomes for
business, not for
workers)
Med. & Black Sea

Italy

Malta

Slovenia

Portugal
Romania
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North Atlantic
Portugal

Belgium

Estonia

Germany

Finland

Denmark

Poland

Spain

Sweden

France
United Kingdom
Ireland
Lithuania
Latvia
Netherlands
Other fishing region
Spain

Italy

France

Portugal

Lithuania
*Early data (2012-2017) for Greece was very poor. More recently (2017-2019), due to heavy fines Greece
has improved its data collection. Greece appears here as high outcomes for business because this table
only accounts for 2018 data.

A view of the number of fleet segments in each cluster by supra region, Member State, type of gear and
vessel length group is presented in Table 7. As indicated the majority of mobile gear and >12m vessels
are in Cluster 2 (61%) and the majority of <12m and static gear are in Cluster 1 (44%).

Table 7. Total number of fleet segments in each cluster by supra region, member state, gear and length
in 2018.
Cluster 1
<12m
static
TOTAL

51

Cluster 2

<12m
mobile

>=12m
static

>=12m
mobile

25

18

33

<12m
static
31

Cluster 3

<12m
mobile

>=12m
static

>=12m
mobile

17

26

90

Mediterranean & Black Sea
25

<12m
static
34

<12m
mobile

>=12m
static

>=12m
mobile
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A combined view of the fleet segment performance
An indication of the lower and higher performing fleets is presented in Figure 6. It is unclear if data issues
are affecting the position of these fleets in the percentile analysis, however only fleet segments that have
given income from landings and personnel costs are included in the fleet segment analysis.

Figure 6. The lowest (top) and highest (bottom) fleet segment aggregated percentile total across all
indicators in 2018. DFN = drift and/or fixed netters, DRB = dredgers, DTS = demersal trawlers and/or
demersal seiners, FPO = vessels using pots and/or traps, HOK = vessels using hooks, MGO = vessels
using other active gears, MGP = vessels using polyvalent active gears only, PG = vessels using passive
gears only for vessels <12m, PGO = vessels using other passive gears, PGP = vessels using polyvalent
passive gears only, PMP = vessels using active and passive gears, PS = purse seiners, TM = pelagic
trawlers, TBB = beam trawlers
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Selected indicators compared by cluster
This sub-section presents two comparisons of indicators to test how well the clusters are grouped when
isolating two indicators at a time. It is important to note that the 14 indicators all play a role in the
allocation of fleets to their respective cluster groups.
Crew wages versus crew earnings
As shown in the correlation analysis above in Table 3 there is a high correlation between the two
2
indicators at 0.85 (R 0.72). This indicates that fleet segments with higher crew wages also have higher
crew earnings and vice-versa (low wages and low earnings). Cluster 2 shows high percentiles for both of
these indicators, and clusters 2 and 3 show low percentiles (see Table 5). The actual percentile results for
the two indicators by supra region and country are presented in Figure 7. It is clear that cluster 2 is the
best performing with respect to crew wages and earnings, however there are countries in clusters 1 and 3
that also exhibit similar performance (e.g. Portugal in the Mediterranean and North Atlantic) but are
grouped in other clusters due to their performance in the other 13 indicators.
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Figure 7. Percentile scores for the crew earnings and crew wages indicators per supraregion and
Member State. Data is split into the three clusters identified through the cluster analysis. DFN = drift
and/or fixed netters, DRB = dredgers, DTS = demersal trawlers and/or demersal seiners, FPO = vessels
using pots and/or traps, HOK = vessels using hooks, MGO = vessels using other active gears, MGP =
vessels using polyvalent active gears only, PG = vessels using passive gears only for vessels <12m,
PGO = vessels using other passive gears, PGP = vessels using polyvalent passive gears only, PMP =
vessels using active and passive gears, PS = purse seiners, TM = pelagic trawlers, TBB = beam trawlers

Profitability versus Value added
As shown in the correlation analysis above in Table 3 there is a good correlation between the two
2
indicators at 0.73 (R 0.53). This shows that fleets with higher profitability also have higher value added
and vice-versa regarding low profitability and low value added. Cluster 1 shows high performance for
these two indicators however there are countries in Clusters 2 and 3 also show high performance, for
example Denmark and Romania (Figure 8). However, it appears visually that Cluster 3 performs higher
than Cluster 2 for both indicators together, but there is more variation between the indicators in Cluster 2.
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Figure 8. Percentile scores for the Profitability and Value added indicators per supraregion and Member
State. Data is split into the 3 clusters identified through the cluster analysis.

Implications
The results presented above highlight an important idea. Significant (“strong”) correlations between
different indicators may invite the possibility of making changes in multiple indicators by leveraging single
indicators that appear to influence several others. For example, Crew earnings or wages may be
leveraged to make improvements in safety at sea, worker welfare and reduce crew uncertainty. Clearly
such an idea requires a degree of context-dependency but understanding that such possibilities may exist
for the EU fleet at a broad scale is beneficial when it comes to funding investments, strategic changes in
fleet capacity and changes in regulation and subsidization.
This idea that broad patterns in the EU fleet exist (and therefore broad-reaching strategies may be
employed to improve performance) is also highlighted by the cluster analysis. This shows that targeting
specific geographies of the EU fleet may well be beneficial when ensuring the efficient investment of
funds. It also highlights a clear mechanism by which the EU could make specific recommendation to
specific fleet segments in certain areas. This (one would hope) would be followed by national-level policy
changes driven by separate member states that may be home to under-performing fleet segments. For
example, it is clear that the >12m mobile gear fleet generally perform well in terms of profitability and crew
welfare compared to the <12m static gear fleet. This may indicate that the EU should specifically target
small-scale netters and potters when driving to improve profitability and / or crew welfare. Another
example, on a Member State level is generally poor profitability and crew welfare of much of the
Portuguese fleet (other than their North Atlantic fleet) compared to the consistently high profitability and
crew welfare in the Spanish and French fleets irrespective of region.
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The analyses above also show that the correlations between indicators broadly change dependent on the
clustering. This is an important finding as it means that recommendations given based on the correlation
analyses should likely be specific to certain cluster in which those correlations are consistent across a
cluster group. This would ensure maximum efficient (and hopefully) impact when directing future efforts to
improve the EU’s fishing fleet socio-economic performance.

---------------------------------
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Themes
The following sections take a deeper dive into some of the most pertinent issues related to the socioeconomic performance of the EU fleet and is relationship to EU stock sustainability. Each section is
“stand-alone” and contains a description of the indicator of interest, a results and a discussion section.

Profit
What is profit?
Profit is the positive gain remaining for a business after all costs have been deducted from total income.
For a fishing business, the main source of income comes from fishing (98% on average in 2018),
although there may be other sources of income such as tourism related activities or monitoring oil rigs,
wind turbines, and other marine installations (2% on average in 2018) (STECF, 2020). Fishing costs
include fixed costs (in the Annual Economic Report: repair costs, other non-variable costs), variable costs
(in the Annual Economic Report: energy costs, labour costs and unpaid labour, other variable costs), and
capital costs (in the Annual Economic Report: capital costs, opportunity cost of capital).
There are several formations of profit that are used for different purposes. Gross profit refers to income
minus fixed and variable costs, whereas net profit refers to income minus fixed, variable, and capital
costs. This is typically used in financial analysis as it focuses on the explicit costs paid by enterprises. Net
profit, by incorporating the opportunity costs of production factors, is typically used in economic analysis.
In fisheries, a fleet segment with old vessels may be showing a positive result in financial statements
while the long-term economic analysis indicates losses when accounting for the opportunity cost of the
capital invested (Pokki et al., 2018). The value of capital in fishing vessels is complex, and the
methodologies can vary substantially between EU countries. Alternative methods of measuring capital
value in EU fisheries is currently being explored by the Planning Group for Economics under the EU’s
Data Collection Framework (PGECON, 2019).
Profitability is calculated by dividing profit by revenue (e.g. income of 100 EUR with costs of 95 EUR
produces profits of 5 EUR and a profit margin of 5%). In other words, for each unit of production,
profitability measures the amount that is retained in profits. In this study, profitability is used as an
indicator as measured by the net profit margin.
The importance of profit?
Profitability is a useful measure for determining the financial sustainability of a business. Where costs
exceed income both profits and profitability are negative and the business must take on debt, cut costs, or
otherwise change practices. Recurring losses will lead to a business to cease operations. Low profitability
indicates that a business is close to such a situation occurring (low profits are more difficult to interpret
without a consideration of business size, while profitability is a relative measure). Profit, as the return in
value, is ultimately what pays.
All else equal, higher profitability is preferred from both a business and societal perspective, although in
practice there are several complicating factors. From a business perspective, certainly a focus on profits
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can be self-defeating if short-term returns are prioritised over investment (Feloni, 2016). More
fundamentally, high profitability could indicate that the business is not producing as much as it should as
the goal is generally to maximise profits, not profitability. Any additional unit of production where income
exceeds costs is worth pursuing. There may also be a concern that high profitability in a business could
induce passivity, whereas long-term business success generally relies on dynamic changes that improve
operations (Power & Merrifield, 2015). From a societal perspective, high profitability could be a concern
as it indicates a lack of competition. Economic commentators have attributed the rise in profit margins
across industries (particularly in the US) to a shrinking number of firms are a reduction in competition
(The Economist, 2016; Konczal, 2019). High profitability also indicates that returns are accruing to
business owners rather than raising wages or being passed onto consumers through lower prices. This
concern is picked up in additional indicators in the study, specifically ‘crew earnings’, ‘crew wages’, ‘on
vessel fairness’, and ‘affordable food’.

Profit results and discussion
Analysing STECF data on fleet segment economic performance from 2008-2018 indicates a wide range
of values for net profit margins at the fleet segment level within each Member State and supra region
(Figure 9, Figure 10).
Figure 9. Fleet segment net profit margin by Member State and supraregion.

Source: STECF, 2020a. Note: Early data (2012-2017) for Greece was very poor. More recently (20172019), due to heavy fines Greece has improved its data collection. Greece appears here as high
outcomes for business because this figure accounts for 2012-2018 data.
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Figure 10. Fleet segment gross profit margin by Member State and supraregion.

Source: STECF, 2020a. Notes: Average of fleet segment performance from 2008-2018. Range capped at
-100% for display purposes. Note: Early data (2012-2017) for Greece was very poor. More recently
(2017-2019), due to heavy fines Greece has improved its data collection. Greece appears here as high
outcomes for business because this figure accounts for 2012-2018 data.
In most Member States, the range of fleet economic performance extends into negative profits for gross
profit margins (and further for net profit margins) (Figure 10). While it is common for a business to
experience occasional losses, as these results are an average of 2012-2018, the data indicates persistent
losses (see Master Database for fleet segment performance data). It is highly unlikely that a business
would continue in operation if it is continually recording losses, so this a surprising result.
There is no definitive explanation for this trend, although there are several potential factors. First, the
negative profitability is at the fleet segment level but fleet segments are composed of many vessels and
businesses. Losses may not be persistent for any one business and in all Member States the median
gross profit is still positive (except Greece). It is also possible that businesses recording losses are
leaving the industry, as expected, which is demonstrated by the declining number of vessels, and there
are newly unprofitable businesses that then leave the industry and continue the trend of unprofitable
business and declining numbers (although there does not appear to be a trend between negative
profitability and vessel numbers). There could also be complexities in how the data is recorded that distort
what is happening in actual practice. In many small fishing operations, particularly owner-operated
vessels, the distinction between income in the form of wages and profits is only created for accounting
and tax purposes. A business owner may pay themselves healthy wages but record a loss in terms of
business profits. Additionally, some fishing businesses are vertically integrated and a similar issue occurs
between the catching and processing parts of the business where the sales price and profits between the
two parts of the business is largely artificial.
The average profit margin (indicated by the flat line in the box in Figure ##) for most Member States
appears to be fairly healthy. For the EU as a whole. Taking the EU fishing fleet as a whole, the gross
profit margin is 20% and the net profit margin is 10%. Comparing this gross profit margin (which are more
comparable) with other industries indicates that EU capture fisheries are roughly as profitable of other
types of businesses (Damodaram, 2021 see Operating and Net Margins by Industry Sector) and are more
profitable that fishing processing or aquaculture according in their corresponding STECF reports (STECF,
2018; STECF, 2019).
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The healthy profit margin for the EU fishing fleet has received little attention in the fisheries literature. One
potential reason is that it is a relatively recent phenomena as profitability improved significantly from 2012
to 2016 in both the Mediterranean & Black Sea and Northeast Atlantic sea basins although not in the
outermost fishing regions (Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13).
Figure 11. Gross profit margin by Member State in the Mediterranean & Black Sea. Source: STECF,
2020a

Figure 12. Gross profit margin by Member State in the Northeast Atlantic. Source: STECF, 2020a
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Figure 13. Gross profit margin by Member State in the Outermost fishing regions. Source: STECF, 2020a

There are several potential explanations underlying this trend. First, whereas the existence of profits
tends to attract new entry and competition until profits are eroded, this is not possible in EU fisheries
where a limited licensing regime is in place. While this may explain the persistence of profits, it does not
explain the change over time. Fish demand, energy costs, policy-induced industry concentration, and fish
stock recovery have all been offered as potential explanations and are briefly explored in this section.
Over the last decade, income from EU fisheries has remained relatively stable while landed weight has
declined. Accordingly, rising prices play an important part of the story. While some of the price rise may
be due to the decline in landed weight (i.e. price elasticity), there has almost been strong demand in
global seafood markets and EU exports continue to increase (FAO, 2020).
At the same time as fisheries income has remained stable, costs, and energy costs in particular, have
fallen, leading to profits as industry costs depart from revenue (Figure 4). While partly due to increasing
fuel efficiency, the largest change in the past few years has been the dramatic fall in fuel prices. Capital
costs have also fallen with low interest rates leading to cheaper borrowing and weather alternative
investments for fisheries capital.
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Figure 14. Composition of costs and profit for the EU fishing fleet. Source: STECF, 2020a
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Another potential driver of fleet profitability is the evolution of fishing opportunities in many Member States
towards longer-term and transferable shares. As several studies in the fisheries literature have detailed
(Eythorsson, 2000, Anderson et al. 2018), transferable shares should lead to industry consolidation and
higher profits for the remaining businesses. This is difficult to confirm, however, as several Member
States that have embraced this policy approach have high profitability (e.g. Denmark), others do not (e.g.
the Netherlands). This may be due to the fact that even without transferable shares concentration can still
occur through vessel purchase, quota merging, and scrapping. This is reflected in the fact that declines in
the number of vessels is occurring at a roughly similar rate across EU Member States (STECF, 2020a).
Complicating the matter even further, fixed costs have remained relatively stable (Figure 14), indicating
that concentration of any form may not be a significant driver of increasing profitability.
Another potential driver predicted from the fisheries literature is that improving stock sustainability is
linked to increased profitability as more fishing opportunities become available from depleted stocks, and,
more significantly, that costs decline as a larger biomass requires less effort to harvest the same level of
catch (i.e. increasing catch-per-unit-effort) (Grafton et al. 2007). While improving stock sustainability and
fleet profitability appear to coincide at the aggregate level, a robust statistical approach is required at the
fleet segment level. This could take place by linking fleet segments to particular stocks based on their
stock dependency -- the proportion of their income from the stock -- and testing if fleets with higher
profitability fish more from sustainable stocks (e.g. North Sea plaice has reached sustainable levels and
the profitability of large Dutch demersal trawlers, which target the stock, has also improved).

Implications
One clear policy implication from these results is that more nuance is required in the consideration of the
financial position of the industry. There is a wide range in fleet economic performance and not all fleet
segments are struggling just as not all fleet segments are recording healthy performance (see Master
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Database for fleet segment performance). Taken as a whole, however, profitability is healthy and there is
an opportunity, while addressing the range in performance, to leverage this performance, for example by
removing subsidies or implementing other policies that were previously deemed too costly to sustain.
The findings from this section also point towards data collection and research implications. On data
collection, more work needs to be done to resolve measurement issues of capital costs and harmonise
these across Member States. This could have a significant impact on the net profit calculations. On data
compiling, given the potential for an artificial owner-operator distinction affecting the measurement of
profits, an indicator could be developed that combines profit and wages, particularly where vessel
employment is low (e.g. FTE/vessels < 2). On research, an important task given the prominence of stock
recovery to the Common Fisheries Policy is to test this effect empirically by linking fleet economic
performance to stock sustainability.

Fairness
The previous section on profit illustrated that there are substantial returns to EU fisheries. How this return
is distributed is a matter of fairness. In the study framework, three indicators and distributional fairness
are analysed: between business and society, between different businesses, and within fishing
businesses.
Fairness between business and society
Fairness between business and society concerns the distribution of financial returns from fishing between
fishing businesses and society. While issues of business-society fairness are often classified under
corporate society responsibility, for the fishing industry there is an additional aspect relating to the fact
that the fish stocks on which fishing businesses rely are not owned by businesses but society as a whole.
Following from the societal ownership of the marine environment, fisheries economists have
recommended that fishing businesses should pay for their exclusive access to fisheries resources, for
example through auctions of fishing licences and quota or levies on fish landings. These ‘resource rent’
payments would be in addition to any ‘cost recovery’ payments instituted to cover management costs or
‘negative externality’ payments for ecosystem damages (Carpenter & Millar, 2017; Carpenter, 2020). In
Iceland, for example, there is a tax on landed value for cost recovery and a separate tax on profits for
resource rent (Gunnlaugsson et al., 2018). In the EU there are few, if any, examples of fisheries charges.
Conversely, society continues to pay additional amounts to the fisheries sector through fisheries support
measures. The most significant of these support measures are funded through the European Maritime
and Fisheries Fund (EMFF) and the fuel tax exemptions offered by every EU member state. In the
framework for this study, the indicator of fairness between business and society was measured by 1) fuel
tax exemption and 2) fleet direct subsidies.
Calculations of the fuel tax exemption by member state and gear type reveal some complexities,
particularly since it is a relative measure (fuel exemption/GVA) where three variables impact the results:
fuel use, fuel tax exemption rate, and GVA. In general, gear type appears to be a significant determinant
with high rates of fuel subsidy for bottom trawling gears (e.g. demersal trawl/seine and beam trawl) that
use more fuel per unit of catch than other gear types (Table 1).
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Table 8. Ratio of fuel subsidy received to gross value added by Supraregion, Member State and gear
tech. Higher numbers (indicated in blue) receive a higher fuel subsidy in relation to their gross value
added to the economy.

Source: STECF, 2020a.
Fairness between businesses
Fairness between businesses concerns distributional issues across the fishing fleet. In the study
framework this was measured in two ways: 1) the distribution of fishing opportunities across the fishing
fleet, 2) the distribution of fishing income across the fishing fleet. While focusing on fishing opportunities
has the drawback that some fleet segments may not require them for their fishing practices (e.g. target
quota species), the second measure may also describe different types of fishing business (e.g. high
investment and high income fisheries vs low investment and low income fisheries) rather than fairness in
distribution.
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The management of fishing opportunities is a member state competency and national policy differs widely
between EU member states (MRAG et al., 2009; Carpenter & Kleinjans, 2017; STECF, 2020b). As in the
rest of the framework, this analysis focuses on the outcomes that are in part shaped by the actions of
fishing businesses, rather than the government policies and procedures themselves.
The distribution of fishing opportunities within the catching sector has come into focus in recent years,
particularly the allocation of total allowable catch between fleet segments in Northeast Atlantic Member
States. In the UK, pressure from NGOs led by Greenpeace UK and small-scale fishing groups led by the
New Under Tens Fishing Association resulted in the publication of a public register of quota ownership.
Headlines soon followed of skewed distributions where five Scottish families hold one-third of UK fishing
quota (The Newsroom, 2018) and a single Dutch-owned fishing vessel holds one-quarter of English
fishing quota (Spencer, 2014). In Denmark, where there is also a public quota register and concerns over
quota concentration, the failure of the fishing minister to properly inform the Danish parliament of
available options to combat concentration lead to the fisheries portfolio being moved to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and eventually the Minister’s resignation (Barrett, 2018).
As the UK and Denmark are the only two examples of Member States (former Member State in the case
of the UK) with public quota registers, a full data-based analysis of quota distribution across Member
States was not possible. A 2019 study for the European Commission published some results, although
these were also partial, only covering Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, Spain, Sweden, and the UK, despite
information requests to France, Germany, and the Netherlands (MRAG et al, 2019). This study was
tasked with assessing quota concentration rather than a fairness perspective. Although the study found
some examples of potential competition issues from quota ownership (e.g. Spanish albacore quota, UK
southern North Sea herring quota, Danish horse mackerel quota), in most cases there were few
competition concerns as quota ownership was spread across tens, often hundreds, of fishing businesses.
While the Commission study focused on competition effects, the results also include Gini coefficients (a
measure of distribution across a population typically used in studies of income inequality) by quota for the
six Member States covered (with some data gaps). The results (Figure 15) reveal that quota
concentration is very high (0.73-0.92) in all Member States analysed with the exception of Belgium. This
difference can be explained by the pooling nature of quota in Belgium (and demersal quota in Ireland)
where vessels of a similar type access jointly-held quota compared to individual quota holdings that
characterise the other Member States.
As some quotas are significantly larger in weight and value than others (e.g. pelagic stocks like blue
whiting, herring, and mackerel), combining all quotas in the analysis presents a distorted picture. For
each quota separately the level of inequality measured by the Gini coefficient is generally much lower as
only the same fisheries are being compared (Figure 16). The UK and Denmark still have high Gini
coefficients, comparable to New Zealand, while Belgium, Ireland, Spain, and Sweden have lower Gini
coefficients that are more comparable to Australia, Canada, and the US. A separate study of quota
concentration in the Netherlands showed high levels of quota concentration for the two species analysed
(0.74 for sole and plaice - Oostenbrugge, 2017).
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Figure 15. Gini coefficient of total quota holdings by owner. Source: MRAG et al., 2019; Innes et al., 2014
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Figure 16. Gini coefficient of quota holdings by owner across each quota and for the largest quota by
value. Source: MRAG et al., 2019; Innes et al., 2014

Other fishing opportunities such as fishing licences and fishing effort (e.g. days at sea, pot limits) can also
be analysed for fairness between businesses, but in addition to transparency issues these forms of
fishing opportunities do not concentrate in the same manner. A business may only need a small number
of licences but could keep expanding through quota acquisitions.
Analysing the distribution of fishing opportunities across the fishing fleet has the drawback that some
fisheries do not use the same fishing opportunities, for example shellfish fisheries that do not rely on
quotas. While the previous analysis of Gini coefficients by fishery only considers vessels or owners that
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hold at least some of the fishing quota, an alternative approach is to analyse the distribution of fishing
income across the fleet. Here, again, there is a problem of coming distinct fisheries, for example a high
income, high-cost pelagic trawl business with a low income, low cost inshore potting business. A more
meaningful comparison would be between businesses within the same fishery. As STECF economic data
is reported at the fleet segment level this measure of variance with a fleet segment (as a proxy for a
fishery) could not be completed.

Fairness within businesses
Fairness within businesses concerns the distribution of returns from fishing between the owner of the
business and the workers. For the owner, financial returns take the form of profits while for the crew,
financial returns take the form of wages. The ratio between profits and wages may change over time as
the vessel owner bears the fixed and capital costs alone, the number of crew may change (and shares
are paid on an individual basis), and because crew shares are dynamic and set by agreement
(sometimes informally) between owner and crew.
As fishing income in the EU has remained fairly stable over the past decade, so has the amount paid in
crew share, maintaining a near constant 25% share of fishing income (Figure 14). However as other costs
of fishing have decreased, particularly energy costs and capital costs, the proportion of financial returns to
fishing in the form of profit have risen dramatically (Figure 14Figure 17). Taken together, the picture is
one of an increasing share of the financial returns to fishing distributed as profits to vessel owners (Figure
17).
Figure 17. Composition of costs and profit for the EU fishing fleet. Source: STECF, 2020a
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With a declining share of returns to labour, the fishing industry conforms to a larger economic shift
regarding the functional distribution of income between labour and capital with troubling socio-economic
consequences (Carpenter et al., 2020). To combat this trend, some have called for new labour
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arrangements to increase worker power such as unionisation and a change to the dominant crew share
model (Carpenter et al., 2020; Seafarers UK, 2020).

Implications
Different research and policy implications arise across the three indicators of fairness. To support fairness
between business and society, a reassessment of fisheries support is required with a view to remove
many forms of fishing subsidies, particularly ones that harm sustainability, and transition to a collection of
resource rent in line with industries such as forestry, mining, water abstraction, and aggregate extraction.
This is further supported by the findings in the previous section on profit that indicated that, while
performance varies by fleet segment, the EU fishing fleet is making healthy profit margins that can adjust
to subsidy removal and the collection of resource rent. This would be supported by better and more
harmonised data on support measures and research on the dynamic effects (e.g. pass through costs) of
such a shift as well as updated knowledge about the level of fuel tax exemption in each Member State.
To support fairness between fishing businesses it is necessary to gain a better understanding of the
situation in most Member States, for example the publishing of a public quota register as well as the
allocation rules used by fishing administrations. This could also be extended to the allocation rules used
by producer organisations that have significant roles in quota management after initial allocations by
government at made. If the Commission does have this information, it is unclear why is it not made
publicly available for scrutiny. If the Commission does not have this information, it is unclear how it is
assessing the implementation of Article 17 of the EU Common Fisheries Policy which requires allocations
to be transparent and objective. While quota transparency from Member States has led to significant
controversy, , this public scrutiny working correctly, not a danger to be resisted. Furthermore, this
transparency is a small recognition that marine fisheries are defined by most Member States as a public
resource.
To support fairness within fishing businesses, changes in vessel labour practices must be made including
alternative payment models for fishing crews and worker representation for fishing crews. These changes
could take many forms from trip-level income guarantees in Belgium to paying wages into and receiving
monthly payments from a fishers’ co-operative. The ‘right’ model depends greatly on the context in
different Member States and even to the different fisheries within them. Central to any change to be
considered is an increase in worker power if the distribution of returns to fishing and fairness within
businesses is to shift. Undoubtedly, larger economic shifts that transcend the fisheries sector are also at
play and policies outside of fisheries management should also be considered.

----------------------------------------
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Compliance
What is compliance?
Compliance means conforming to a rule, such as a specification, a policy, regulation, standard or
law. Regulatory compliance describes the goal that organizations or authorities aspire to achieve in their
efforts to ensure that they are aware of and take steps to comply with relevant laws, policies,
and regulations. Some organizations keep compliance data—all data belonging or pertaining to the
enterprise or included in the law, which can be used for the purpose of implementing or validating
compliance—in a separate store for meeting reporting requirements.
In general, fishery regulations are intended to achieve particular social objectives which would not allow
individual fishing firms to freely pursue their private objectives (i.e. race to fish / tragedy of the
commons). The effective monitoring and enforcement of fisheries regulations is vital if we are to succeed
in the sustainable management of the EU’s fish stocks (and those of other nations – regarding the
external dimension) and marine habitats, ensure the fair and equitable distribution of wages and safety
and improve the welfare of those engaged in fishing activities. Measuring compliance is largely based on
the ability to monitor breaches of fisheries regulations by monitoring and inspection at sea and in ports,
and subsequent reporting (as appropriate to the prosecuting authorities).

Ultimately, achieving any objective of a fisheries regulation depends on the compliance of a
fisher with the regulation.

For the activities of the EU fishing fleet, the European Fisheries Control Agency (EFCA) is the agency of
the European Union (EU) that co-ordinates the national operational fishery activities and assists the
member states in their application of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). The agency’s mission is to
promote the highest common standards for control, inspection and surveillance under the CFP. According
to its founding regulation, the EFCA objective is ‘to organize operational coordination of fisheries control
and inspection activities by the Member States and to assist them to cooperate so as to comply with the
rules of the CFP in order to ensure its effective and uniform application’. The EFCA organises and
coordinates cooperation between national control and inspection activities and trains national inspectors
and trainers, to ensure that CFP rules are respected and applied effectively and consistently. The added
value of the work of the agency lies in its contribution to a European-wide level playing field for the fishing
industry, and towards sustainable fisheries by enhancing compliance with existing conservation and
management measures.
Measuring Compliance
Measuring compliance is important as it allows regulatory agencies to understand the good versus bad
players within the EU fleet. Simply, a good player is a vessel owner, operator or skipper, or member state
overall that complies with the regulations set out in the CFP and those set out in national policy. An
infringement is the act of breaking a specification, a policy, regulation, standard or law. More
infringements generally mean higher non-compliance. The number of different infringements, however, is
determined by the number of different specifications, policies, regulations, standards, or laws. For
example, if there are 3 regulations, there can be three different infringements / non-compliance types.
The severity of the infringement / non-compliance, however, can differ in its severity (Table 9).
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Table 9. Examples demonstrating how the number of the different types of infringement is generally
based on the number of different regulations whilst the severity of the infringement can differ within a
regulation.
Regulation number

Example

Regulation 1

The mesh size used
on trawl vessels in
area Z must measure
between 20 and 25
mm

Regulation 2

All crew members
must have appropriate
personal safety gear
whilst working on deck

Infringement / noncompliance event

Severity of
infringement / noncompliance event
Mesh size is 15mm

The mesh size on a
trawl vessel in area Z
is smaller than 20 mm

Crew members do not
have appropriate
personal safety gear
whilst working on deck

Mesh size is 10mm
Mesh size is 5mm
Crew members did not
have Personal flotation
devices (Pfds)
Crew members did not
have Pfds or hard hats
Crew members did not
have Pfds, hard hats
or safety boots
Fishing vessel has a
newly expired fishing
licence

Regulation 3

A fishing vessel must
own a valid fishing
licence

A fishing vessel does
not own a valid fishing
licence

Fishing vessel has
never owned a valid
fishing licence
Fishing vessel has
forged a fishing
licence

The different types of infringement recorded by the EFCA are listed below:

Failure of notification

Manipulating engine power

Failure to report catch

Multiple violations

Failure to land quota species

No pilot ladder
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Falsification of markings

No VMS

Fishing a stock under moratorium

Obstruction of officials

Fishing in a closed area

Other

Fishing in RFMO area

Unmarked fishing gear

Fishing without a licence

Use of prohibited gear

Hiding evidence

Landing undersized fish

Joint IUU fishing

-

The infringements measured by the EFCA are based around the EU’s Illegal, Unreported and
Unregulated (IUU) fishing regulation. For the purposes of this report, a vessel is presumed to be engaging
in IUU fishing if it is acting contrary to the conservation and management measures applicable in the
fishing area in which it is operating. The IUU regulation clearly sets our IUU infringements as the
following:

a) Fishing without a valid licence, authorisation or permit issued by the flag State or the relevant coastal
State.
b) Not fulfilling obligations to record and report catch or catch-related data, including data to be
transmitted by satellite vessel monitoring system.
c) Fishing in a closed area, during a closed season, without or after attainment of a quota or beyond a
closed depth.
d) Engaging in directed fishing for a stock which is subject to a moratorium or for which fishing is
prohibited.
e) Using prohibited or non-compliant fishing gear. f) Falsifying or concealing its markings, identity or
registration.
g) Concealing, tampering with or disposing of evidence relating to an investigation.
h) Obstructing the work of officials in the exercise of their duties in inspecting for compliance with the
applicable conservation and management measures; or the work of observers in the exercise of their
duties of observing compliance with the applicable Community rules.
i) Taking on board, transhipping or landing undersized fish in contravention of the legislation in force. j)
Transhipping or participating in joint fishing operations with support or re-supply from fishing vessels
identified as having engaged in IUU fishing, in particular those included in the Community IUU vessel list
or in the IUU vessel list of a regional fisheries management organisation.
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k) Carrying out fishing activities in the area of a regional fisheries management organisation in a manner
inconsistent with or in contravention of the conservation and management measures of that organisation.
l) Use of a fishing vessel with no nationality (a stateless vessel in accordance with international law).

Due to the “out of sight out of mind” nature of many fisheries, it is extremely difficult to accurately quantify
infringements and non-compliance because so many likely go unnoticed. Herein, we rely on the EFCA
annual report to highlight member state infringements / non-compliances. Although this dataset covers
the full range of MS (bar Bulgaria, Romania and Solvenia who appear not to have joined the regular
reporting of the EFCA for 2018) that engage in marine fishing activity, there is no accurate way to correct
for Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) effort in the different areas in which the fleets operate.
Therefore, the descriptive analyses presented below should be assumed to be only somewhat
representative of all non-compliance / infringement events. For example, if MCS capabilities are high in
the North Sea and the number of vessels low, we would expect to have a much better coverage and
accurate recording than for example in an area where there are many more vessels operating but lower
MCS capability of the EFCA in that area. To overcome some of the potential inaccuracies, data gaps and
assumptions made below, it is advisable to refer to national fisheries enforcement data both to triangulate
the information presented, but also to fill holes in coverage and add detail to the generic reporting of the
EU-wide agencies that is available to the public.
For the aforementioned issues of different geographic spreads in MCS effort, the most useful indicator of
fisheries compliance that can be calculated from the STECF data is:

Enforcement services identification of breaches = # of infringements/# of inspections

The lower this number, the better. For example, a member state with a low number of infringements but a
high number of vessel inspections would indicate that the vessels of that member state consistently
perform well under inspection (i.e. not breaking the rules set out in the IUU regulation and the EFCA MCS
guidelines). This indicator does capture situations in which multiple infringements may take place in one
inspection.
It is important to note that the EFCA report their annual report data per Member State only (not per
supraregion like the STECF data). Instead, the EFCA data contains the following geographic divisions:
North Sea, Baltic Sea, Western waters, NAFO, NEAFC and Mediterranean. The EFCA annual report data
does not report per vessel length or gear type therefore such comparisons are not possible with this
dataset.

Compliance results and discussion
The EFCA data indicates that irrespective of gear type, vessel length or geographic region of operation,
there is a clear hierarchy among EU members states regarding their performance in terms of compliance
during inspections. The 3 worst offenders are Italy, Portugal and Spain that show in 2018, 22, 14 and 9
infringements per 100 inspections (respectively) were recorded by EFCA personnel (Figure 18). The top 3
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performing Member States were Ireland, Lithuania, and the UK. In 2018, these Member States showed
only 2, 5, and 6 infringements per 100 inspections respectively resulted in infringement of EFCA rules.

Although such per-Member State comparisons is useful for a high-level discussion on compliance, it
would be more informative to zoom in and look at the vessel lengths and gear types that may be
contributing more to poor compliance and then at these divisions per Member State. Unfortunately, this is
not possible due to the lack of vessel length and gear type data fields in the EFCA data.

Figure 18. Number of enforcement infringements per number of inspections per member state (using per
country data – STECF 2018). Higher values mean more non-compliance. Note: BGR, ROU and SVN are
not included as they do not have any infringement or inspection data records for 2018.
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When looking at the performance of Member States per fishery region it is clear that certain fishery
regions have worse performance than others (Figure 19). For example, there are many more
infringements per number of inspections in the Mediterranean than any other area. It is also clear that if a
Member State appears in more than one fishery region, that Member State generally performs similarly
across the regions in which it fishes. For example, Portugal operates in 4 of the fishery regions listed and
in each it shows a high number of infringements per number of inspections and in fact comes worst in 3
out of its 4 operating regions.
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Figure 19. Number of infringements per number of inspections per Member State, for each EFCA area (based on FAO regions). Data is ranked
highest to lowest per EFCA area in 2018. Higher values mean more non-compliance.
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When analysing the total number of infringements per inspection over time (from 2013 to 2018) it is clear
there has been a decline (Figure 20). This is good news as it means compliance is increasing over time.
In addition, the amount of effort being invested in tackling compliance has increased significantly over
time (Figure 21).

# of infringements / # of inspections

Figure 20. Chart showing the number of enforcement infringements per number of inspections per year.
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Figure 21. Chart showing the number of inspections over time.
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When looking at the number of infringements per inspection over time per Member State, it is clear that
although there is a high diversity between the different Member States, in general, the number of
infringements per Member State has decreased over time (Figure 22). The exceptions to this are Italy,
Portugal, Malta and Finland all of whom have shown high numbers of infringements midway between
2013
and
2018.
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Figure 22. Time series per country showing the number of enforcement infringements per number of inspections per year. Only the top ten
“offenders” are displayed. The Member states are ordered from the highest to lowest (highest = total sum between 2013 and 2018). Note: There is
no data available for number of inspections or infringements for 2012.
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By looking at the type of violations it is clear that an overwhelming majority of them are based around
failures to report catch and the use of prohibited gears Figure 23.

type of infringement

Figure 23. Chart showing the number and type of different fishery infringements recorded by the EFCA
(data comes from 2012-2014).
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The EFCA data highlights several important characteristics of the EU fleet performance related to
compliance:






There are some distinct “worst players” in the EU fleet (Italy, Portugal and Spain)
The Mediterranean has the highest amount of infringements per inspection out of any fishery
region.
Fisheries compliance in the internal EU fleet situation overall is improving with more inspections
per year and less infringements. This is largely true for all Member States bar the worst players
(e.g. Italy and Portugal) that have either continued to show high levels of infringement of
increased infringement number per inspections in recent years.
Infringements are largely based around catch reporting or the use of prohibited gears.

These characteristics highlight that although the EU is on the right track with enforcement to improve
compliance, more focused effort is likely needed for the worst offenders. Improvements in these fleets
may well be more likely with better national policy / regulation to curb what appears to be continued low
compliance even with EU-wide improvements. Since full EU-Ocean-wide coverage of patrol vessels and /
or observers is untenable, it is likely that progress will also be made with the integration of technology into
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catch recording processes at sea and systems that can prove the provenance of seafood. The clearest
example of this is the integration of blockchain technologies, however, an EU-wide roll-out of such would
still appear to be a considerable way off.

External compliance
Another useful source of compliance data is that of the IUU lists compiled by Regional Fishery
Management Organisation (RFMOs). These lists pertain to fleets fishing on the high seas outside of the
national jurisdictions of countries. The EU has an extensive external fleet, regulated by the CFP’s external
dimension, the sustainability of which has recently been questioned. The following data comes from the
TMT combined IUU list which takes RFMO reports and collated IUU listing information from them. The
following visualisations assume that the place of vessel construction corresponds to the current
ownership of the vessel. This is not entirely accurate because some member states have been shown to
trade vessels with other Member States and non-EU countries (see Appendix). However, understanding
locations of ownerships structures that would clearly highlight which country operates which vessel is
beyond the scope of the current project because much of this data is private and that which is available is
extremely complex and convoluted. It is important to note that because of reflagging and shell company
ownership, it is likely that the values presented below are in fact conservative. This is obviously true as
well because only those vessels that have been caught illegally operating are listed, there are likely many
others that have not been caught by RFMOs, national or private / NGO enforcement agencies.
As of 2021, there are 20 EU-constructed (assumed owned) vessels listed on the IUU register. The
countries responsible for these vessels are shown in Figure 24. Spain owns 10 of the 20 vessels followed
next by the Netherlands who have 3 vessels listed, Poland and Portugal with 2 vessels each and final,
France, Italy and the UK.
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Figure 24. Proportion of currently listed vessels on the IUU list per Member State. If a member state does
not appear, this means that it has no active vessels on the IUU list. Note: this cannot be corrected for the
number of vessels per MS fishing outside of EU waters because to our knowledge this vessel data is not
readily available.
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Half of the infringements of currently listed EU vessels have been from vessels using towed bottom gears
(i.e. trawls or dredges) (Figure 26). Unfortunately, the accuracy of this gear type data may be questioned
considering 35% of the listings record “unspecified” gear types. This may be because the some of the
implicated vessels are operating non-fishing vessels – e.g. processing, bunkers, motherships etc. Such
speculation, however, is not advisable and more detailed data from TMT should be sought to understand
these nuances. When looking at the countries that the listed EU vessels are flagged to, it is noteworthy
that most of them (14 out of 20) have unknown flags (Figure 25). Of the known flags, all but two are
flagged to African countries, highlighting the EU’s external influence in African waters, some of which
likely falls under Sustainable Fishery Partnership Agreements.
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Figure 25. Currently listed vessels on the IUU list per Member State. The colors of the bars refer to the
country to which the listed vessel is flagged.
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Figure 26. Proportion of the gear types of currently listed vessels on the IUU list.
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The listed reasons for the vessel infringements per Member State are noted in Table 10. Many of these
revolve around spatial activity violations, particularly infringements in the CCAMLR convention area.

Table 10. Reasons for vessel listings on the IUU list for each Member State (Note: UK is no longer an EU
member state).

Member
State

Number of
Vessels listed

Reason(s) for listing*

France

1

Supporting IUU listed vessels

Italy

1

7 spatial violations within fisheries major fishing area 58**

UK

1

No reasons stated

Netherlands

3

Fishing in the SPRFMO Convention Area without authorisation and prolonged
presence in the SPRFMO area

Poland

2

Contravention of IOTC resolution 02/04 (Resolution of suspect IUU activity),
02/05 (record of vessels >24m), 03/05 (inspections in port)

Portugal

2

7 spatial violations within fisheries major fishing area 58**, Port inspection with
no regulated resources on board

Spain

10

14 spatial violations within fisheries major fishing area 58**, Supporting IUU
activities of IUU listed vessels, spatial violation in SEAFO region, 2 reflagging
violations

*these are simplified for the sake of reporting herein, however the TMT database / RFMO data includes
codes for spatial-related violations etc.
**Major fishing area 58 is in the Antarctic and Southern Indian Ocean and corresponds to the CCAMLR
Area for statistical purposes.

In general, data for the EU’s external fleet is sparse and measuring compliance falls down to the readily
available RFMO lists or the much more opaque reporting of coastal nations that interact with the EU’s
fleet through SFPAs. Summarizing the information that is readily available on the EU’s external
compliance performance there are 3 key points of interest:
1) Spain external activities need careful attention based on the number of vessels the country
currently has listed.
2) Trawling vessels require closer attention regarding their activity, particularly regarding fishing in
protected areas.
3) Data and information surrounding the EU’s external fishing activities needs to be more
transparent and readily available to facilitate easy evaluation of the CFP’s external dimension.
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Implications
From the data presented above it is clear that there are certain Member States whose fleets are less
compliant than others. It would therefore seem feasible (and efficient) to target these fleets specifically to
make marked progress towards better compliance overall for the EU fleet. Although the trend of
increased inspections and decreased infringements is promising, more directed enforcement efforts
would likely yield quicker results. Such approaches, however, would likely be met with stark resistance
and calls of bias of the EFCA targeting specific fleets over others.
For the EU’s external fleet, data is severely lacking in general and although the EU purports that its
external activities operate following the same rules as the internal fleet, without sufficient MCS outside of
EU waters, it is likely that non-compliant behavior will continue for the foreseeable future (recorded or
anecdotally noted). This also relates, somewhat to ideas around fairness in SFPAs although full
evaluation of such is a project in its own right. Overall, for the external fleet activity, it would appear to
make sense that if decent observer coverage or in-person enforcement is not possible, more drives
toward electronic monitoring need to be taken (see comments below about ENVI’s recent vote on
transparency in the EU fleet).

Limitations of compliance analysis
Evaluating compliance in the EU fleet is currently limited by the number of measures / indicators that can
be used to do so. Although the EFCA data is comprehensive in that it has a good coverage of years and
member states, it is lacking in several ways, including (but not limited to):
1) The EFCA does not currently provide data on the gear types that have undergone inspection
versus those that have been recorded as non-compliant. This would be advantageous as it is
likely that certain non-compliance issues may be gear related, particularly if we consider nonquota species and unselective gear types (i.e. bottom trawl / dredge gears). This same comment
also applies to vessel length data.
2) The geographic data highlighting locations of non-compliance events does not match the spatial
regions that are used by STECF, this would be useful to allow a more complete harmonization
between the two datasets.
3) It would be very useful if the EFCA provided information about target species of the vessels that
are recorded as non-compliant. This would allow a direct comparison between types of fishing
activity, non-compliance and the quota allocations (and subsequent sustainability) of inspected
vessels.
4) Additional ways to improve the data available from the EFCA include, monthly enforcement /
infringement records instead of annual, information about ownership / registration of vessels and
data on crew wellbeing on board.

An additional indicator that we believe would be useful to measure compliance in the EU fleet would be
measures surrounding the ability of fishing operations to self-monitor related to business rules employed
by vessels / fleets / Member States. Although we noted this in the design of our data framework data to
fulfil such measures was not available (to the best of our knowledge). Overall, the evaluation of
compliance (as with any of the themes presented herein) is limited by the quality of the data, the
regularity of the recording and the quality of the recording and presentation process. As with many of the
data sources related to EU fisheries, they could be presented in a more digestible fashion that allows
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easy access to harmonized data that is ready to analyse instead of presentations in PDF formats in large
tables that make direct comparisons between fleet segments or Member States etc. difficult. These same
comments go for the TMT IUU data, although it must be noted that TMT are in fact a not for profit who
collate data from disparate sources to provide the combined IUU list. A simplified version of this data is
made publicly available at no charge which is a huge bonus to an otherwise difficult set of data to work
with (spread between RFMOs). TMT does house far more complex data including relationship data
between EU vessels, owners, operators and related company structures. A deeper analysis into these
data would likely bring significant benefits and highlight clear areas in which the EU is lacking and needs
to move forward to live up to its supposed sustainable and fair external dimension activity.
The European Parliament’s Committee on the Environment (ENVI) has recently voted to bring more
transparency to the European Union fishing industry. These proposals mark progress towards ensuring
sustainability in seafood supply and marine ecosystems in the EU and will hopefully bring with them more
open access data that will allow the transparent evaluation of the EU’s internal and external fleet activity.
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Employment and remuneration
Measuring employment in the capture fisheries sector
Levels of employment are typically reported in two ways. Engaged crew is the annual average number of
persons who have worked on-board the vessel, irrespective of the total number of hours worked (this
includes people working only onshore and paid from vessels if their activity has a direct link with the
fishing operations). Full-time equivalent (FTE) employment is an adjusted version of the number of
engaged crew, converted on the basis of hours worked annually and reference levels for full time work. If
the annual working hours per crew member exceed the reference level, the FTE is equal 1 per crew
member. If not, the FTE equals the ratio between the hours worked and reference level. The part-time
ratio, the number of engaged crew relative to the number of FTEs, represents the level of divergence
between the two measures of employment and thus the extent of part time employment in the industry.
This part time employment may also, however, be caused by seasonal working conditions. For example,
a crew person that works 6 months of the year may show a FTE of 0.5 across a whole year.
Unpaid labour is the number of engaged crew that have not received compensation in the form of wages,
salaries, fees, gratuities, piecework pay or remuneration in kind. With the objective of providing greater
clarity at the Member State level, and following a recommendation by the planning Group for Economics
under the EU’s Data Collection Framework (PGECON 2019), data on the level of unpaid labour has been
reported in the DCF since 2019.

Why employment is important?
The employment and economic activity generated by capture fisheries is a relatively small component of
member state economies. It is, however, of local importance in some coastal communities where the
fisheries sector can make significant contributions to their social and economic sustainability (e.g. Fabrizio
et al 2013). For example, employment onboard fishing vessels is reported to represent between
approximately 0.2 and 0.7 percent of total coastal populations (i.e. approximately one fisher per every 150
to 600 coastal residents) in countries such as Croatia, Greece and Bulgaria (FAO 2020). The sector can
also hold significant social and cultural value. The importance of fisheries to local communities and a
commitment to actively promote growth and improve employment opportunities in coastal fisheries to
achieve social sustainability as part of a broader ecosystem based approach pervades the European
Union’s Common Fishery Policy (CFP), where a stated aim is to “foster a dynamic fishing industry and
ensure a fair standard of living for fishing communities”. Providing the adaptiveness to better achieve this
was a driving factor behind the regionalisation of policy implementation in the CFPs most recent
incarnation. Determining whether socioeconomic policy objectives are being achieved relies on being
able to assess performance, however the social and economic dimensions of the advisory process are
currently believed to be its weakest aspects, hampering the balancing of objectives that represent one of
the hallmarks of EAFM (Ramírez-Monsalve et al. 2021).
Determining the overall importance of fisheries employment at the local economy level requires
information on other employment at that level. Precisely how and where the benefits from specific fleet
segments accrue can also differ with vessel size, suggesting that in some cases the economic effects
may need to be distributed across sometimes distant geographic areas (Holmes et al 2020). This is

highlighted by the frequent utilisation of ports other than home ports by larger vessels with the
capacity fish further afield away from their home ports.
Information on the level and quality of employment associated with fisheries, along with how these differ
between fleets and geographic areas, means comparisons of their relative magnitude and socioeconomic
performance are possible. Combining information on relative performance with associated factors of
significance, such as the policy environments that the fisheries operate within, can assist in identifying
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drivers along with any actions that might be taken to improve the situation for fleets or countries where
performance is poor.
Quantifying the quality of jobs provided through employment in fisheries is multifaceted and subjective,
with a range of factors that are difficult to quantify, which may include aspects such as satisfaction with
employment, relative levels and certainty of remuneration, safety, and worker welfare.

Levels of employment in the EU capture fisheries sector
In 2018, the EU capture sector directly employed 146,906 individuals (engaged crew), which equated to a
total of 105,851 FTE jobs. At the aggregate level employment in the EU capture fisheries sector has been
trending downwards over the last decade, in line with the evolution of most primary sectors in the EU.
Total employment in the capture sector fell by 10.0%, and the FTE equivalent by 13.3%, over the period
2008-2018 (STECF 2020).
At the member state level, the majority of fisheries employment is concentrated within a few countries.
Three countries, Spain, Italy and Greece, accounted for more than half (53%) of EU fisheries sector
employment in 2018, and 80% in the six largest member states (ESP, ITA, GRC, PRT, FRA and GBR)
(Figure 27).

Figure 27. Capture sector employment by member state, engaged crew and full time equivalent (FTE),
2018. Source: STECF, 2020.

EU fisheries employment was equally distributed across sea basins in 2018 (Figure 28). Just under 47%
of engaged crew were employed in the Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea (MBS) while another 47% were
employed in the North Atlantic (NAO), the remaining 6% of employment was associated with vessels
operating in the other fishing regions (OFR).
By member state, sea basin employment generally reflects their geographical location and the member
states with highest levels of employment within each sea basin all also belonged to the group with highest
levels of employment at the EU level (Figure 27). For example, Italy and Greece combined, accounted for
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68% of employment in the MBS in 2018 and 32% at the EU level, while Spain, Portugal and the United
Kingdom accounted for 66% of total employment in the NAO and 31% at the overall EU level (Figure 28).
Spain was the only member state to record relatively high levels of employment in every region, being
highest in the NAO and OFR and third highest in the MBS.
The part-time ratio, seen in the difference between engaged crew and FTE employment, also varies
substantially between member states and across fishing areas (Figure 28), highlighting differences in the
extent of part-time or potentially seasonal employment in the fisheries sector.

Figure 28. Capture sector employment by member state and sea basin, (2018). Source: STECF, 2020.

Changes in employment
While the overall pattern of employment in capture fisheries at the EU level is one of gradual decline,
increases in employment have occurred in at least one MS fleet in every supra region over the period
2012-13 and 2017-18 (Figure 29). The largest proportional increases in employment occurred within the
Mediterranean and Black Sea (MBS) region in Croatia and Bulgaria and while the absolute level of
employment in Bulgaria remains relatively low Croatia employed the third largest number of fishers in the
MBS in 2018. Despite being the largest employer in the North Atlantic (NAO), Spain countered the overall
trend of decline observed for member states in this region by increasing employment by just over 2.8%.
Data relating to the average number of crew per vessel is also available from the STECF dataset but
discussed later due to the strong relationship this tends to have with vessel size and gear.
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Figure 29. Change in employment (engaged crew), 2012-13 vs 2017-18. Source: STECF, 2020

Age of crew
The collection of age data, along with information relating to several other social aspects of the sector,
has recently been initiated through the STECF (STECF-19-03). This is currently reported in the following
categories: <=14, 15-24, 25-39, 40-64, >=65, and unknown. The data currently available relates to 2017
and indicates the largest age class of people employed in the EU fishing fleet was 40-64 (58%), the
second largest group was those 25-39 years old (26%). While the age classes are relatively wide, this
information alone indicates that the age of workers in the EU capture sector as a whole is to some extent
skewed towards older individuals. Of the remaining age classes 7% were 65 years old, 5% 15-24 years
old, and the remaining 4% unknown.
At the member state level, a relatively high level of variability (and missing data) is seen in the distribution
of ages (Figure 30). For example, while in most cases the proportion of fishers over the age of 65 is very
low e.g. 1% of the fishing population in Belgium and Germany, and 2% in Finland, Estonia reports that
31% of fishers are over the age of 65 (STECF-19-03). The proportion of fishers below the age of 40 is
generally lower in the Mediterranean and Black Sea region and particularly in the member states that
account for the majority of employment (i.e. Greece, Italy).

Figure 30. Proportion of fisher age by MS and operating area, 2017. Source: STECF, 2019; Note:
Employment for member states where supra region was not indicated are reported under NA
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A high mean fisher age, or a mean that is increasing over time, is not unusual in the capture fisheries
industry (i.e. “the graying of the fleet”) but can have a range of substantially different drivers behind it, so
is ideally considered as part of a broader set of information on the situation of a fishery. For example,
potential drivers include barriers to entry for young fishers (e.g. capital constraints or asymmetrical access
to information) that potentially favor incumbents or more established (i.e. older) fishers, these barriers
may arise as a consequence of ITQ systems, increasing fish stocks, or other factors that increase the
value of assets and therefore the cost of entering the fishery (e.g. Ringer et al, 2018). Conversely, poor
economic performance or negative perceptions as to the quality or security of employment in the industry
may result in commercial fishing being a less preferred choice for young workers, all else equal. Among
the key social issues identified in the last CFP reform Impact Assessment was the low attractiveness of
the catching sector, particularly for new generations of fishers. As the STECF dataset on social data in
the EU fisheries sector is STECF is a relatively recent undertaking age data is only available for2017 at
present, preventing an assessment of how age distributions have changed over time. However, this is
and will increasingly be a valuable source of data as develops over time.

Remuneration
Performance with respect to minimum and median wage at the member state level
One criterion for determining the quality of employment, also identified by the FAO as a priority dimension
crucial to achieving Decent Rural Employment (DRE) (FAO 2000), is that it provides an adequate living.
In this study this is assessed by analysing how the remuneration received from capture fisheries
employment compares with national minimum and median wages. The minimum wage provides a
baseline with which to determine whether wages (should) at least provide the recipient with sufficient
income to stay out of poverty. Comparing the FTE wage for fishing with the relevant national minimum
and median wages also provides a standardized and consistent approach for comparing levels of
remuneration between separate member states. An alternative to average FTE wages is average crew
earnings, i.e. the money fishers actually receive (on average) within a given fleet segment, but as it does
not account for differences in the extent of part-time employment (while also not accounting for the
possibility of other sources of income the crew may have) it can be less well suited to comparing across
fleets in a standardized way.
Performance with respect to minimum and median wages is highly variable both across separate member
states but also within them (Figure 31). In relative terms, wages in 2018 were generally lowest and
overwhelmingly below the minimum wage for fleets in a group of member states from south eastern
Europe that only have vessels operating in the Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea region (MBS). These
were Bulgaria, Malta, Slovenia, Greece, and Cyprus and makes the situation in Bulgaria potentially
noteworthy given that the minimum wage is one of the lowest in the EU.
The picture is also mixed but generally more positive in the North Atlantic Ocean (NAO), where the
median fleet segment wage was well above the national minimum for most member states and above the
national median wage in just under half of the member states in 2018.
For the member states with fleets in both the MBS and NAO (Spain, Portugal and France), wages with
respect to the minimum and median are broadly consistent across regions in each case while also being
predominantly at or above the median. Spain, France and Portugal also have fleets operating in the Other
Fishing Regions (OFR), where wage performance for Spanish fleets is broadly comparable with that in
the NAO and MBS, but worse for the French fleet segments. The number and composition of fleet
segments operating in the OFR is lower in all cases and potentially less comparable as a result.
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Figure 31. Remuneration at the fleet segment level relative to national minimum (blue) and median (grey)
wages by member state & sea basin, 2018. Source: STECF, 2020; Eurostat; Note: In each boxplot a
horizontal black line indicates the median value, the lower and upper edges of the box correspond to the
25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers indicate the ‘maximum’ and ‘minimum’ values, and black dots
represent individual outliers.

A generally more positive picture is again seen within the North Atlantic when changes in relative wage
levels and the amount of associated employment are considered. In the Mediterranean and Black Sea
region, the proportion of employment associated with fleet segments where average wages were below
the national minimum wage was relatively high over the period observed, at 62% in 2012-13 and 63% in
2017-18, suggesting little overall change in wage performance (Figure 32). The situation is markedly
better in the North Atlantic, where employment with below average minimum wage was already
considerably lower in 2012-13 (38%) and fell consistently until 2017-18 (27%), coinciding with a
substantial increase in the proportion of employment with average wages that exceeded the national
median. The striking differences in levels and trajectories by region mirrors a more general improvement
in the fishing opportunities and economic performance of fleets in the North East Atlantic over the period
observed. It is also potentially the case that if catch rates have risen, requiring less effort to be applied,
this could be a factor behind the part-time ratio rising slightly over the same period and the increase in
earnings performance not being higher. If this is the case, and depending on the model used to pay crew,
it could again indicate how a failure to reflect improved economic performance in the fishery in the way
benefits are distributed) is potentially penalising crew (As discussed in more detail when considering
fairness within businesses, in the fairness section).
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Figure 32. Time series of employment and wages relative to national minimum and median wage per
operating area, 2012-2018, Source: STECF, 2020

Fisheries employment as part of the Blue economy
Capture fisheries do not operate in isolation, being just one of multiple and sometimes competing (both
for resources, such as labour, and space) activities that make up the Blue Economy. At the EU level
direct employment in capture fisheries accounted for 3% of total blue economy employment in 2018, but
varied at the MS level where the highest contribution was 5.6% (Portugal) but did not exceed 6% of their
and lower in most cases.
Capture fisheries are one activity within the marine living resources sector, which also includes activities
such as aquaculture, processing, and wholesale, and accounted for 26.1% of sectoral employment in
2018 (Table 11). Coastal tourism is the major blue economy sector in terms of employment.
Table 11. EU Blue economy employment, by sector and selected activities, 2018.

Source: Blue indicators online dashboard
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Small-scale vessels are the major source of capture fisheries employment in the EU and the dominant
employer within the fishing sectors of several member states and employment onboard such vessels tend
to be more part-time or seasonal in nature. When considered in terms of engaged crew, vessels less than
12 meters in length were the largest employers in each major sea basin in 2018 (Figure 33). Employment
in the other fishing regions (OFR) was predominantly in vessels over 24 meters in length which makes
sense due to the range these vessels need to operate (smaller vessels would be inappropriate and
unsafe to operate at such distance from the EU).
In the Mediterranean and Black Sea 63% of employment was onboard vessels under 12 meters (0<6m
and 6<12m combined), 29% of the EU total, with the 6 to 12meters sector being the largest component
within that. In the North Atlantic 53% of employment was associated with vessels smaller than 12-meter
(0<10m and 10<12m combined), 25% of the EU, with <10m vessels providing most of this employment.
At the member state level, a substantial proportion of the employment associated with under 12-meter
vessels originates in a relatively small number of countries. In the Mediterranean and Black Sea region
over 80% of the employment associated with under 12 meter vessels is based in Greece, Italy and
Croatia, clearly visible as the darker cells in the MBS section of Figure 34 (yellow cells denote missing
data, withheld for confidentiality reasons in some cases due to the number of vessels in the FS being
below the threshold). Of the 11 member states with fleet segments in the Mediterranean, employment in
the under 12-meter segment accounted for over 76% or more of their MBS fishery employment in 8
countries.
The situation is only slightly less concentrated in the North Atlantic where the same four member states
(Spain, Portugal, the United Kingdom and France) dominate employment in both the under 12 meter and
12 meter and over sectors, accounting for 77% in each one. In the Mediterranean and Black Sea, 89% of
total employment from vessels of less than 12 meters length was in vessels from Italy, Spain and Greece
(Figure 34).
Employment fell to some extent in most length categories and member states between 2012-13 and
2017-18, (the period considered by the employment indicator) with no obvious pattern being observed
across length categories or member states (Figure 35). At the regional level it appears that what growth
there was in employment was stronger and more widespread in the Mediterranean and Black Sea region
(MBS). In Greece, employment on vessels under 6m in length saw the largest levels of decline in
absolute terms, falling almost 30% to 5,579 engaged crew by 2017-18, despite this, it remained the
largest under 6m employer in 2018. In Croatia employment by under 6m vessels increased more than
threefold, to a total of 3,571, over the same period. Bulgaria increased employment by between 25-50%
in four out of the five length categories it has vessels in, but all of these have relatively low levels of
employment. The substantial increase in employment in under 6m vessels (also in 6<12m) in Croatia
overwhelmingly occurred in the PGP segment, where vessel numbers also increased greatly over the
same period (<6m PGP, from 11 vessels in 2012-13 to 2,796 in 2017-18; 6<12m PGP, from 25 vessels to
786 over the same period). The reduction in employment in under 6m vessels in Greece occurred wholly
in the PGP segment, where the number of <6m PGP vessels fell from 5,330 to 12 between 2012-13 and
2017-18. This was partially offset by simultaneous increases in the number of <6m DFN, HOK and to
some extent FPO vessels, which interestingly all took place in 2014 signifying a possible switch in fishing
techniques applied by vessels or a possible change in how fishing techniques were reported (similar
switches are seen in the 6<12m and 12<18m vessels).
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Figure 33. Employment by vessel length and sea basin, 2018. Source: STECF, 2020

Figure 34. Employment by vessel length and member state and sea basin, 2018. Source: STECF, 2020;
Note: yellow cells denote missing data, cells are empty when the specific member state, vessel length,
sea basin combination does not occur.

Figure 35. Change in employment (engaged crew), 2012-13 vs 2017-18. Source: STECF, 2020; Note:
yellow cells denote missing data.
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As might be expected, the average number of crew per vessel progressively increases with vessel length
and at the EU level the average ranges from 1.3 for under 6m vessels to 27.3 for vessels of 40m or
longer. While member state averages tend to center around the EU averages the level of variation
between member states does increase with vessel size, reflecting potential country level differences in
the types of fishing being undertaken and the fishing technology being utilized in each case. The
Romanian average stands out for under 6m vessels, at 2.8 employed fishers per vessel, more than twice
the EU average.

Table 12. Average number of employees by vessel length and member state and sea basin, 2018

Source: STECF, 2020
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Levels of employment by gear category
The differing combinations of gear utilized by EU commercial fishing vessels are categorized into a total
of fourteen fishing techniques (Figure 36, Figure 37), each with their own specific set of economic and
environmental attributes. Demersal trawl and seine (DTS) is the technique of highest common importance
across the regions, it comprises of towed gears that make contact with the seafloor (i.e. bottom trawls),
and 18% of EU fisheries employment was undertaken on vessels utilizing these gears in 2018. Vessels
using polyvalent passive gears only (PGP), and drift and/or fixed nets (DFN), each at 16% of total EU
capture fisheries employment, were the next two largest employers after DTS.

Figure 36. Employment by fishing technique, 2018. Source: STECF, 2020

In the Mediterranean and Black sea region, three main fishing techniques were associated with almost
70% of employment in 2018, in order of magnitude these were: vessels using polyvalent passive gears
only (PGP), drift and/or fixed nets (DFN), and demersal trawlers and/or demersal seiners (DTS) (Figure
37). Mediterranean and Black Sea PGP and DFN fisheries account for the majority of EU level
employment using these techniques. PGP and DFN are static in nature. When employment in vessels
using hooks (HOK) and purse seines (PS) (one static and one towed gear) are also considered, 87% of
the region’s employment is accounted for.
Employment is more dispersed across fishing techniques in the North Atlantic than the Mediterranean
and Black Sea. The top three, which are demersal trawl and seine (DTS), vessels using pots and/or traps
(FPO) and vessels using hooks (HOK), account for 41% of employment in the region. FPO and HOK are
static fishing techniques, while DTS gears are forms of bottom trawling.
At the MS level employment in the Mediterranean and Black sea region is dominated by Greece and Italy.
The predominant gears by employment are DFN and HOK in Greece and PMP and DTS in Italy and all
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but the last utilize static gears (Figure 38). The Italian PMP sector on its own employed 19% of
Mediterranean and Black sea fishers in 2018 while the Greek sector accounted for 18%. Purse seine (PS)
is also a significant sector for fisheries employment in Spain, Greece, Croatia and Italy.
In that Atlantic Ocean, member states with highest levels of employment in the demersal trawl and seine
segment was the United Kingdom, France and then Spain. Employment using pots and/or traps was
overwhelmingly upon vessels from the United Kingdom, whereas the majority of fishers employed on
vessels using hooks were in Portugal followed by Spain.
The level of change in employment is once again somewhat mixed but tending towards reduced
employment. Given that the same vessels are contained in Figure 39 as in Figure 38, (differentiated by
gear as opposed to vessel length in the former), the general pattern of slightly more frequent and greater
rates of growth in the Mediterranean can again be seen. PGP is the primary gear by employment in the
Mediterranean and Black Sea and has seen strong growth in employment in states such as Bulgaria and
Croatia especially. In the North Atlantic, reductions in the level of employment by gear type are more
common, even in the demersal trawl sector. In Spain, a notable shift in employment occurred, away from
polyvalent and passive gears only (PGP) and towards active and passive gears (PMP) (Figure 38).
Figure 37. Employment by fishing technique and sea basin, 2018. Source: STECF, 2020

Figure 38. Employment (engaged crew) by fishing technique, member state and sea basin, 2018.
Source: STECF, 2020; Note: yellow cells denote missing data.
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Figure 39. Change in employment 2012-13 vs 2017-18. Source: STECF, 2020; Note: yellow cells denote
missing data.

Employment by fleet segment
Employment at the individual fleet segment level is reported in Figure 40 and wage per FTE for each fleet
segment in relation to the national minimum and median wages is reported in Figure 41. At this level it is
clear that some fleet segments provide relatively high levels of employment (Figure 40) and that smaller
vessel sizes generally perform worse with respect to wage thresholds (Figure 41), especially <12m
vessels in the MBS and <10m in the NAO, and that the MBS performs worse in general. The top ten fleet
segments in terms of employment account for 30% of the EU total, nine of these are comprised of vessel
under 12 meters in length, and in seven of these fleet segments the average wage was below the
national minimum in 2018.
Specific examples of <12m Mediterranean and Black sea fleet segments with relatively high levels of
employment and FTE wages below the national minimum are those using polyvalent passive gears
(PGP) in Italy and those using drift and/or fixed nets (DFN) in Greece. The 6<12 meter segments in each
case were, in fact, the top two EU fleet segments by employment in 2018, together accounting for 12% of
the EU total. Fleet segments using PGP performed well in the North Atlantic with respect to wages
(mostly >median) where it is a middle ranking employer, but poorly in the Mediterranean and Black Sea,
where wages are mostly <minimum and it is the largest employer.
When performance with respect to crew wages and national minimum and median wages was looked at
in detail it was apparent that the smaller vessels were performing worse across the board (for most
employment average wage<minimum). The mid-size vessels (12<24m) were generally in between
(i.e. mostly minimum<wage<median), and the largest vessels (>24m) were generally associated with
higher wages (i.e. wages mostly >median), a pattern that appears to occur irrespective of the region.
Notable country level exceptions to poor wage performance in vessels less than 12 meters in length are
France and Portugal. In both the NAO and MBS French fleet segments predominantly report wages that
exceed the median (does not hold in the OFR where <10m wages are generally below minimum wage).
Portuguese vessels of less than 12 meters operate in the in the North Atlantic and in all but a few cases
are seen to have wages that exceed the national median.
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In the absence of comprehensive information on the specific biological and economic situation in each
instance it is difficult to draw conclusions as to what results in the observed differences in performance
with respect to crew wages. However, it is noted that the French and Portuguese fleets with good
performance, referred to in the previous paragraph, have median percentile rankings of 76 (France MBS),
50 (France NAO), and 73 (Portugal NAO) for profitability when compared with all other fleet segments in
the study. The Greek <12m DFN fleets, that perform poorly with respect to wages also perform poorly
with respect to profitability, being in the 26th percentile (median). The Italian <12m PGP fleets do not
conform to this potential trend, as despite performing poorly in terms of wages they rank highly in terms of
rd
profitability, sitting in the 73 percentile (median). Yet, on closer inspection, the Italian <12m PGP fleets
th
perform poorly when the indicator assessing on vessel fairness (division of rent) is considered (25
nd
percentile, median) and far below the levels seen in the Greek <12m DFN fleets (92 ), or the French
th
th
th
(68 MBS, 75 NAO) and Portuguese <12m fleets (45 ).
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Figure 40. Levels of employment by fleet segment, 2018. Source: STECF, 2020; Note: yellow cells
denote missing data.
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Figure 41. FTE wages vs national minimum and median wages by fleet segment, 2018 Source: STECF,

2020
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Differences in fleet segment performance - across region and by vessel length
Finally, two examples are provided to illustrate how wage performance (relative to national minimum
wage) can vary by vessel length and between supra region for fleet segments using the same fishing
technology.

Polyvalent passive gears only (PGP)
The group of fleet segments using PGP had the second largest overall level of fisheries employment in
the EU in 2018 (16% of total EU capture fisheries employment). This fishing technique accounted for 26%
of total fisheries employment in the MBS and 96% of this was associated with vessels under 12 meters in
length (equating to 16,843 engaged crew in 2018). These are important fleet segments in the MBS and
one of the largest employers for under 12-meter fishers. Figure 42 shows a clear divergence in the level
of wage performance with respect to the national minimum wages, where fleet segments operating in the
Mediterranean and Black Sea, the left panel in each figure, account for the largest levels of employment
(as indicated by bubble size) but generate wages that are in many cases below the national minimum
wage.
The PGP segment employed 24,010 fishers in 2018, of these 73% were paid less than minimum wage,
4% were paid min<med wages and 23% were paid at a level that exceeded the median wage. When
vessel size is accounted for, vessels at or above 12 meters in length perform well in both sea basins,
while wages of the <12m vessels were substantially better for the vessels operating in the North Atlantic.
In more detail this means:
In the MBS 99% of employment on <12m vessels received wages <min wage, whereas 83% of
employment on <12m vessels in the NAO received wages that exceeded the median wage. 97% of
employment on >12m vessels in the NAO was above the national median wage and only 19% of
employment on >12m vessels in the MBS was below the minimum wage (81% was minimum<median)
So >12m vessels perform well with respect to wages in all situations. While wages upon <12m vessels
were only largely above the minimum wage in the NAO.
Of potential note in Figure 42 and Figure 43, as well as additional plots for DFN and HOK in the
Appendix, are: the general positioning and performance of French fleet segments relative to the others in
each case. Possible indications of a positive relationship between GVA per FTE and the wage that fishers
receive.
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Figure 42. Polyvalent passive gears only (PGP) fleet segments, 2018. Source: STECF, 2020.
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Vessels using active and passive gears (PMP)
The PMP segment employed 8,689 fishers in 2018, of these 69% were paid <minimum wage, 21% were
paid minimum <median wages and 10% were paid at a level that exceeded the median wage.

Figure 43. Vessels using active and passive gears (PMP) fleet segments, 2018. Source: STECF, 2020.

Implications
Substantial differences exist in levels of employment and wages at the fleet segment level. A relatively
small number of member states account for the majority of fisheries employment in each region and
within these a relatively small number of gear types tend to account for most employment. Furthermore, in
2018, over half (56%) of total EU capture fisheries employment (full and part time) was associated with
vessels of less than 12m in length.
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From a management perspective, the observation that large proportions of employment are concentrated
within a relatively small sets of member states and fleet segments may indicate the opportunity for
management interventions or policy reform to deliver results at scale. This is of particular relevance given
the observation that a number of these segments, especially those <12m, are performing poorly with
respect to wages (see remuneration section).
Determining whether a relatively high part-time ratio has positive or negative implications depends largely
upon the extent to which individual fishers may need or desire supplementary employment, along with the
extent to which it is available. A potential benefit of part-time employment is that it can provide flexibility,
and employment in some seasonal fisheries can be lucrative. However, where wage performance is low
and sufficient alternative employment opportunities are not available then high levels of relatively parttime employment may result in poor socioeconomic outcomes for the fishers involved.
A clearer understanding fishery employment, along with how it differs between fleets and areas, allows
their relative magnitude and performance to be compared. The common constraint to these employment
related findings is that associated factors of significance, such as the specific policy environments that the
fisheries operate within, also need to be understood if the drivers are to be identified, along with any
actions that might be taken to improve the situation for fleets or countries where performance is poor.
With respect to wages, several fleet segments perform well when assessed against the national minimum
and median wage, suggesting that at least the level of financial compensation associated with
employment within these sectors is reasonable. However, wages in the fleet segments that account for
highest employment in the North Atlantic and the Mediterranean and Black Sea were below minimum
wage in 2018. Where wage performance is observed to be poor it raises questions as to the quality of this
employment and its ability to provide the associated fishers with a sustainable livelihood. Wages
associated with vessels of less than 12 meters in length were mixed but generally poor when compared
to either the national minimum wage or larger vessels, a situation that was evident across both major sea
basis but most pronounced in the Mediterranean and Black Sea. While 43% of employment in EU capture
fisheries was assessed as being is below national minimum wage in 2018, this number increased to 70%
for vessels less than 12 meters in length.
When instances of objectively poor wage performance are observed in combination with high levels of
employment, as seen in some of the fleets reported here, a fishery’s ability to meaningfully contribute to
the local community is also questionable. This is a concern for areas where economic and social
dependence on the fishing sector is high and suitable alternative sources of economic activity may
currently not exist. High levels of dependence upon fisheries where economic performance is persistently
poor do not support positive social and economic outcomes but instead potentially condemn fishers and
associated communities to existing within in a cycle of poor economic activity.
As policies supporting localised employment the fishing sector tend to be oriented towards the small scale
coastal sector, assessing and tracking sectoral wage performance would provide one means of qualifying
whether the policies are effective at achieving their objectives.
In the context of high levels of poorly remunerated employment, and the likely underlying conditions
produce it, policy ambitions to both promote growth and improve employment opportunities in coastal
fisheries are potentially difficult to achieve and even incompatible in some situations. The local situation is
key, but in areas where, for example, too many fishers chasing too few fish results in poor social and
economic outcomes, actions such as fleet rationalisation and associated reductions in capture
employment would likely be necessary if economic performance and employment opportunities (when
taken to mean quality of employment) are to be improved. In these situations management objectives and
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policy need to reflect reality. Fewer but adequately paid jobs in the capture sector is likely to be a more
socially sustainable situation but requires broader based and integrated policies that can account for and
influence the wider economic system, including alternative forms of employment in coastal communities
as a whole.

Limitations of employment analyses
This section provides a detailed overview of employment in EU capture fisheries as it stood in 2018, the
most recent year for which data are currently available. It also compares and discusses the relative
performance at different levels within and across the industry. This contributes to an improved
understanding of the current employment situation while providing means with which to identify instances
of poor (or good) performance. It does not, however, determine the underlying conditions or drivers
(policy, environmental, etc.) that have resulted in observed differences, which is the necessary next step
if situations are to be improved.
Data quality and completeness are overarching issues that will to some extent impact how
comprehensive and potentially representative any conclusions drawn from it may be. Examples of these
are missing or unreported economic data (NAs) in the STECF fisheries economic data, along with the
general paucity of adequate data on social conditions and performance in the industry. The latter
hindering a more comprehensive assessment and understanding of the quality of jobs in commercial
fishing, beyond what can be determined by assessing levels of employment and with respect to the
absolute or relative levels of pay received. The STECFs relatively recent initiation of data collection for
social indicators in the EU fisheries sector is welcome progress in this area.
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Overall data lacks for EU Fleet Socioeconomic indicators
This study uses a comprehensive list for indicators and measures to evaluate the socioeconomic
performance of the EU’s fishing fleet. For some indicators data was available for multiple measures whilst
for others data was lacking. Table 13 below highlights indicators for which data was lacking and should
be used as a guide to indicate where future efforts be invested in data collection, compilation and
harmonization.
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Table 13. Indicating where current lacks in the EU socio-economic data lie based on our framework design. This list is no exhaustive but covers
what we believe to be the most beneficial indicators for such evaluations of the EU fleet moving forward.
Includ
Objective

Indicator

Measurement

Direction of indicator

ed in

Potential

this

source

Recommendations

study

Supports
compliance

Supports
compliance

Supports
fairness

Supports
workers

Supports
local
community

1. Enforcement services identification
Rule following

of breaches (# of infringements/# of
inspections)
1. Qualitative evaluation including (self-

Transparency

monitoring, business rules/contracts,

STECF harmonize data
Lower better (continuous),
comparative to other MS, EU avg

More transparency better
(continuous)

disclosure)
Fairness
between
businesses

Training

Yes

No

1. EFCA

1. [not
quantified]

1. Gini coefficient of quota distribution
(within a fleet)

Lower better (continuous), can

2. Gini coefficient of income within a

be comparative

No

1. 2. [not
quantified]

fleet
1. Ratio of number of (non-basic)

Higher better, comparative to

trainings completed/Number of crew

other MS/EU avg

1. Proportion of workers that reside
Local economic

locally

contribution

2. Proportion of income that circulates

Contributes to

1. Survey on the contribution of fishing

local

and protects

to identity, well-being, other sectors

1. National
registers

STECF collect such data

STECF calculate and
harmonize such measures
with their “standard” data

STECF collect such data

1. MRAG
Higher better (continuous),
compare gears against each

Yes

other (and MS?)

locally

Supports

No

with EFCA / vice versa

study for EU

STECF collect such data

(inverse), 2.

taking MRAG study as the

[not

lead approach-wise

quantified]
[not quantified]
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No

1. [not
quantified]

STECF collect such data

community
Supports
local
community
Supports
local
community

local culture

(e.g. tourism)

Underrepresent

1. Employment of defined,

ed groups

underrepresented groups in society

Opportunities

2. If number of vessels is increasing

for new entrants

3. Average age of fleet skippers and

[not quantified]

1. New registrations

Higher better (continuous),
comparative to other FS, other

Support science

wider

and other

society

programmes

No

MS, EU avg

crew

Supports

No

1. [not
quantified]

1. 2. 3. [not
quantified]

STECF collect such data

STECF collect such data

1. Survey of fishers on their
participation

1. 2. [not quantified]

2. Survey of relevant institutions on
fisher participation

----------------
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No

1. 2. [not
quantified]

STECF collect such data

Recommendations
Data recommendations
●

●

The STECF working groups have been working on improving the social data collected under the
data collection framework in recent years. This is work in progress, however, better data on crew
and those working in the fishing industry could be proposed, including crew demographic data,
economic data and working conditions data (e.g. training). For smaller vessels the relationship
between owner operated vessels, skippered vessels and crew on board could be improved.
A summary of the coverage of fleets in the analysis is presented in Table 14. Coverage is
generally very good. Due to confidentiality, countries have not submitted economic data for fleets
with <10 vessels. However, there appear to be fleets with more than 10 vessels for some under
10m fleet segments where data is not available. This Table could be used to recommend areas
for better / improved data collection processes.

Table 14. Number of vessels reported and the percentage with complete socio-economic data for the
analysis in 2018.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

More work needs to be done to resolve measurement issues of capital costs and harmonise
these across Member States. This could have a significant impact on the net profit calculations.
Given the potential for an artificial owner-operator distinction affecting the measurement of profits,
an indicator could be developed that combines profit and wages, particularly where vessel
employment is low (e.g. FTE/vessels < 2).
To support fairness between fishing businesses it is necessary to gain a better understanding of
the situation in most Member States, for example the publishing of a public quota register as well
as the allocation rules used by fishing administrations and potentially producer organisations.
There is a lack of EFCA inspection / infringement data for Bulgaria, Romania and Solvenia. This
is a clear are in which the EFCA can work to improve data coverage.
It would be hugely beneficial if the EFCA report their inspection and infringement data per gear
type and vessel length. This would allow the development of higher resolution recommendations
based on a deeper understanding on where gaps in data lie.
The EFCA record their data using different geographic areas than the STECF data. It would be
useful (for analyses such as those herein) if the two data set could be harmonised based on
geographic operating region.
The EU does not make data readily available on the external operations of EU vessels. Although
the STECF data contains information for the Outer Fishery Regions (OFRs), it would be
extremely beneficial if there was a centralised database for EU vessels fishing on the high-seas
and as part of Sustainable Fishery Partnership Agreements. To our knowledge, this does not
currently exist.
It would be beneficial if RFMO IUU vessel listings were more detailed regarding the type of
vessels implicated in illicit activities (e.g. processing and bunker vessels).

Profitability recommendations
●
●

Taken as a whole, profitability is healthy and there is an opportunity, while addressing the range
in performance, to implement policies that were previously deemed too costly to sustain.
On research, an important task given the prominence of stock recovery to the Common Fisheries
Policy is to test this effect empirically by linking fleet economic performance to stock
sustainability.

Fairness recommendations
●
●
●

To support fairness between business and society, a reassessment of fisheries support is
required with a view to remove many forms of fishing subsidies (particularly ones that harm
sustainability) and transition to a collection of resource rent.
To support fairness within fishing businesses, changes in vessel labour practices must be made
including alternative payment models for fishing crews and worker representation for fishing
crews.

Compliance recommendations
●
●

More focused effort by the EFCA should be made on fleets that consistently under-perform in
terms of compliance.
Special attention should be given to certain Member States whose vessels appear in high
numbers on the IUU list (e.g. Spain). In addition, certain vessel types could benefit from closer
Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (i.e. trawl vessels).
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Employment recommendations
●

Determining whether a relatively high part-time ratio has positive or negative implications
depends largely upon the extent to which individual fishers may need or desire supplementary
employment, along with the extent to which it is available. To make this determination, Member
States need to undertake assessments and design policies that look beyond the fisheries sector
to account, for example, for other potential employment opportunities and specific regional
circumstances. Being able to identify the need for and subsequently develop supplementary or
alternative employment outside of the capture fisheries sector would improve livelihoods for all
involved in fishery-dependent communities.

●

An ageing workforce is often considered a negative sign, potentially signifying either a lack of
desire or possible barriers to younger workers or newcomers entering the industry. Where
deemed necessary, Member States should address this issue by identifying whether driving
factors are most related to fishery performance (with potential links to ecological changes) or
licensing. A more detailed analysis of the age distributions of fishers should be conducted to help
identify whether differences exist across specific segments of the industry (e.g. for vessels under
12 metres in length, specific fishing gear) and which situations are of concern.

●

Where substantial increases in fleet capacity and employment have occurred within specific fleet
segments, Member States should identify the drivers and consequent outcomes and assess
these in the context of any associated policy goals. This is especially the case when outcomes
are observed to be poor in terms of factors such as economic productivity, remuneration, or
sustainability.

Remuneration recommendations
●

To assist with determining whether specific fleet segments are providing an adequate source of
employment and that policy goals around social sustainability are being met, Member States
need to track wage performance. This will identify where wages are poor and allow further
investigation of the driving factors in each specific case. No fishery should have wages below the
national minimum as sustainable livelihoods are key for societal well-being and to meet the CFP
objectives.

●

To ensure that crew are adequately paid, Member States need to consider changes to vessel
labour practices. This could include alternative payment models and worker representation for
fishing crews. Being economically productive is not sufficient if the benefits are not appropriately
shared with the crew, and instead accrue with vessel or license owners. An unequal distribution
of wealth does not promote ideas of either fairness or sustainability.

●

To contribute to the evidence base for discussions on alternative payment models for crew,
Member States should gain a better understanding of how improved fishing opportunities can
affect effort and employment. For example, if profitability increases as required effort falls, but the
part-time ratio increases as a result, do existing payment models appropriately distribute
improved financial returns between vessel owners and crew? Understanding how these elements
interact would assist with ensuring a fairer distribution of income.
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Appendices
Figure showing:
Average percentile values of fleet segments in the LOWER and UPPER halves of the analysis in the
Mediterranean & Black Sea (MBS) and the North Atlantic (NAO) in 2018. Input efficiency is an interesting
indicator as it is linked “moderately” to profitability, financial risk, value added and vessel society fairness
in the correlation analysis but is very “poorly” linked with all other indicators including employment and
crew earnings which might be expected to be conflict with labour efficiency. Furthermore, the upper
performing fleet segments show good levels of input efficiency and also crew earnings and local
economic contribution.
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Figure showing:
●

More and more gill netting vessels

●

Proportionally fewer towed bottom gears than at start of time series

●

Fairly consistent production of mid-water + encircling gears
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Figure showing:
●

Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal dominate the MS with gill nets et al. and hook and (long)
line(s) gears.

●

France and GBR have a lot of poorly / unclassified vessels in the registry.

●

Spain and Italy dominate the mid-water + encircling gear fleet. As they do the trawl fleet
(note: GBR classifications may not be accurate for towed bottom gear)
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Figure showing:
●

Greece, Italy and Portugal dominate the hook and (long) line(s)

●

Portugal dominates the towed bottom gear fleet
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Figure showing:
●

The outer fishing regions gear types

●

Note this data unlikely “keeps track” of reflagging, modernization outside of the EU and
purchasing and flagging of vessels constructed outside the EU.
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Other
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Towed bottom
gear

Figure showing:
●

Most vessels in registry funded without aid

●

Spain uses a considerable amount of community fund aid to finance its vessels
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Figure showing:
●

Larger vessels have great engine power

●

The largest and most powerful vessels are the mid-water + encircling and the towed bottom gears

●

Gill nets et al., Hook and (long) line(s) and Pots and traps generally have the smallest vessel overall.
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Figure showing:
●

France, Spain and Denmark commonly export older vessels.

●

A lot of vessel exchange between Ireland, GBR and France

●

Interesting that the big external fleet players are those that export vessels to African countries
with whom the EU has SFPAs.
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Figure showing:
Wage performance differences between bottom trawl and other forms of fishing. The outcomes indicate
that bottom trawl segments tend to perform relatively well when compared to other fishing techniques
from the perspective of crew wages. Wages versus fleet income and total employees by sea basin,
2018A cursory investigation of how bottom trawl gear performed against other fishing techniques and with
respect to the minimum wage. In the plots below the bubble size relates to the level of employment in the
industry, yellow bubble are bottom trawl gear and blue are all other gears. The data is split so that <12m
vessels appear in the two left panels while the top two panels contain data on fleet segments in the MBS
and the bottom two data for vessels in the NAO. All data is for the year 2018. This initial investigation
indicates that, with respect to wages, bottom trawl gears perform well and are in most cases observed to
lie to the right-hand side of the line denoting national minimum wage.

Source: STECF, 2020
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Other example plots of fleet segments that perform relatively badly for <12 m (DFN and HOK)
Figure showing: drift and/or fixed netters (DFN)

Source: STECF, 2020
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Figure showing: vessels using hooks (HOK)

Source: STECF, 2020
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Figure showing: capture sector employment by vessel length and sea basin, 2018

Figure showing: change in capture sector employment over the period 2012-13 to 2017-18

Source: STECF, 2020
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Source: STECF, 2020
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Source: STECF, 2020
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Figure showing:
Wage per FTE by vessel length and region. Observations to the left of the vertical black dashed line
represent wages below national median wage while those below the horizontal line are wages below the
national minimum wage.

Source: STECF, 2020
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Figure showing: Wage per FTE in logarithmic scale by fishing technique and region. Observations to the
left of the vertical black dashed line represent wages below national median wage while those below the
horizontal line are wages below the national minimum wage

Source: STECF, 2020
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